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SHOCKED--Miss Paulette Hooks displays a look of
shock as she hears her name called as the 1977
- -Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen.
HUG FOR THE NEW QUEEN-1977 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen Paulette Hooks gets a hug




Miss Paulette Hooks, the 17-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kelsie Hooks,
was crowned as the 1977 Murray-
,calloWay County Jaycee Fair Queen in
ceremonies last night.
The 5-7 brown-eyed brunette was
.chosen from a field of 21 candidates for
the title Friday evening at Lovett
Auditorium.
The event was the first of seven days
of activities as the 18th annual county
fair opened.
- Miss Hooks will be a senior at Murray
High School this fall, and was a
member of F. B. L. A., secretary of her
junior class, and a Beta Club member.
Miss Laurie Crass was first runner-
up in last night's contest. Miss Crass is
the 17-year-o% daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Crass, and she will also be a
senior at Murray High School this fall.
She is a member of FHA, student
council, and a varsity cheerleader.
Second runner-up was Miss Shara
loon, the 16-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Toon. She will be a senior
at Murray High next fall, and is a
member of Tri Alpha and the French
Club.
Miss Terri Morris, daughter of Mr.
-Mrs-. --Teddy- Morils, was named
Miss Congeniality at the contest last
'night. That award is presented to the
winner of a vote taken last week among
the 21 candidates at g swim party. Miss
Morris is a graduate of Calloway
County High School. She was a
cheerleader at Calloway for four years,
and will attend Murray State
University this fall with a major in
Physical education.
In addition to the top three winners,
Miss Morris and Miss Kim Suiter were
among the top five-finalists for the
award..
The top 13- semi-finalists included, in
addition to the top five, Miss Donna
Adams, Miss Delores HonchuI; Miss
Linda McCuiston, Miss Becky
Schmaltz, Miss Dianna Sliger, Miss
Mary Smock, Miss Sherri Tpemas, and
Miss Wynn Tolley.
The beauty contest was sponsored by
the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Larry England was
master of -ceremonies and the judges
were Jim and Sue Talbott of Camden,
Tenn., and Mary Schiller, of Paducah.
Activities at the fair on Monday will
include the 4-H Rabbit Show at five p.
m., the official opening of the fair at
.sevan p. in., and the four-wheel drive
pull at Seven p. m. 
7rues-day's activities at the fair will
• include a Jersey Cattle Show at ten a.
m. and the Demolition Derby at seven
p.m.
Property Valuation Officials
To Attend University Workshop
Property valuation administrators
and deputies from the 15 counties of
Area I will be attending kworkshop on
the campus of Murray StaluDniversity
Thursday, July 21.
Sponsored by the College of-Business
and Public Affairs at Murray State, the
session from 9:30 a. m. to 4 p. m. will be
conducted in Room 209 of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, chairman of the
Department of Management, listed the
counties in Area I as Calloway, Graves,
Marshall, McCracken, Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, Livingston,
Crittenden, Lyon, Caldwell, 'Trigg,
Christian, and Todd.
Instructors for the workshop will be:
Fred C. Johnson of Paducah, Area I
supervisor of the General Property Tax
•Section of the Kentucky Department of
R6enue; E. Tarlton Rogers of
.Frankfort, director of the General
Property Tax Sectibn; James A.
Calhoun. of „Frankfort, Assistant
director of the General Property Tax
Section; and Jot Lee Boyd, property
valuation administrator in McCracken
county.
Maurice P: Carpenter, commissioner
of rthe Kentiicjw Department of
Revenue, will be•on hand to address the
group. •
Johnson, along with Charles Hale,
property valuation. administrator in
Calloway County and immediate past
•
Am•.1011•1110
president of - the State Property -
Valuation Administsators Association,
have also been ihvorved in planning and
initiating the workshop, according to
Galloway.
Dr. David L. Eldredge, dean of the
college of .business and public Affairs,
will welcome the group to the campus.
Participants may earn continuing
education units and will be awarded
certificates at the completion of the
workshop.
inside today 
QUEEN AND COURT—Miss Paulette Hooks, seated, center, was crowned as the 1977 Murray-Calloway County
'Jaycee Fair Qtraaa last flight. From left are first runner-up Laurie Crass; Terri Moils, Miss- Congeniality; lGrls-  Ito s,1976 fair queen Miss Kathie Broach; and Share loon, Second-runner up.
TOP THIRTEEN—The top. 13 semifinalists in last night's beauty contest
were, from left, Donna Adams, Laurie Crass, Delores Honthul, Paulette
41•11•.0
Hooks, Linda McCuiston, Terri Morris, Becky Schmaltz, Dianna Sliger, Mary
Smock, Kim Suiter*,Sherri Thomas, Wynn Tolley, Shara loon.
Explosion Rocks Alaskan Pipeline
PUMP STATION No: 8, Alaska
— Oil will resume flowing through the
Alaskan pipeline only after engineers
Sre sure they have pinpointed the cause
of an explosion that tore through the
main building of a pump station here-,
killing one. Worlutian and injuring SIX
others.
One pump station worker, who asked
not to be identified, told The Associated
Press that the explosion was cape(' tT
the apparent malfunction of a check
valve in the oil pipeline.
The $7.7 billion pipeline was shut
down Friday after the explosion and
resulting fire, left the pump house
building a blackened and twisted maze
of structural' steel. The pipeline itself'
was not damaged..
Within, two hours of the explosion,
five persons wereahospitalized and a
sixth person was treatedTand released,




lat berto M: V.era, who wa indictefederal grand jury along with Murnis  I
physician Dr. James Ray Ammons
Max Putnam, a local pilot, was foun
guilty of conspiring to impart Over iV14
pounds of marijuana into the Un
States in U. S. District Court e.
Paducah Friday.
Ammons earlier this month
convicted by a- lederal jury. .on o!:
drug-related charges and had enter"
"nolo carttendere•", (no contest) plea.
the marijuana smuggling charge
Putnam entered a 'plea of guilty to th.
charge Wednesday and his sentencin
was deferred until July 18 by Judge
Charles Allen. ,
The charges in the case resulted from
•
One Section — 12 Pages ,
The objective of Murray Tennis. Association, formed
this past March, is to help aspiring young local tennis
players. For more information, see the story in today's
Sports Section, pages 6-7.
mostly cloudy
Considerable cloudiness with a
chance of .thundershOwers but a
little cooler and less humid today,
tonight and again Sunday. High
temperatures today will be in the
mid .and upper Ms. Lows tonight
In the upper Ms to around 70 and
highs 'Sunday in the mid 80s.
Precipitation probabilities 30 per
pent through Sunday.
today's index
Classified Ads 10, 11
Comics 
Crossword 10
Ddlir Abby .  3'.










the crash of an airplane in Texas in
June of 1976 which was' piloted by
Putnam and owned by Amin" ons and
two other Murray men The plane was
loaded with the marijuana at the time
of the rrash 
On Thursday of his week, ,Dr.
Ammons was ordered bound over-to a
federal grand jury after appearing,
before magistrate Ron Daniels in.
Paducah. The grand jury is scheduled
to meet, Monday ,to consider charges
that Ammons 'Aknowingly and
intentionally possessed with the intent
to distribute a Schedule HI non-narcotic
controlled substance."
The physician is currently being held
in Paducah city jail.-
. asutathteor_iptieptinseaid. None of those
- shutdown. 'Alyeska had expected the
• start flovviag again. The oil flow, which
. first oil to arrive in Valdez about July
turbines. We do .rrot think, on a
preliminary basis, that there, will be a
lung down time."
thinking is that. we can run oil through
the station without using the pumps or
' John Ratterman, an A lyeska
spokesman, said: "The preliminary-
20.
on schedule despite the earlier
began June 20, had been almost exactly
were unable to say when the- oil would
crack was discovered in a pipe just
outside the pump station.
first flow of oil through .the 800-mile
pipeline was shut off fork hours after a
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. had been
forced to close the line. On Monday, the
officials said.
hospitalized was in serious condition,
Alyeska Pipeline Service CO. officials
It was the second time this week that
 rnorri i nal nr Cb wit-
, 
. .
Champion said theoretically it would
riot be ..difficult to bypass the pump,_
station. It-could be done merely. by
turning -a valve at the manifold station.
: The pipeline is connected to the pump
station through a separate section of
pipe that . originates in, the manifold
building. That building apparently was
not sehously damaged.
. While other pumps can take..up the
slack, Champion noted that ehgineers
likely • will want to checkihe pumps at
Library to Sponsor Boat
Cruise For Young Readers
The Calloway' County Public Library
will sponsor a cruise for members of
the summer reading program who have
completed the third. thr.ough. sixth
grade, a spokesman has announced.
The free cruise will take place
Wednesday, JIM. 13 on the side-wheeler.
the "Princess" at Kenlake. Dick and
Debbie Hoffman, owners of t1 ,oat,
have offered this service Idf the
children's enjoyment, the spokesman
said.
• .
Riverboat stories and music will,
- entertain the cruisers as.the Princess
Paddles for tte one and a quarter hour
Journey around the beautiful lake area.
,
Parents may register their children
beginning MonddY at 9:00 a. m. and
registration wijI close when the.
•tapatity of 50 tnemberi has bejri
reached. Parents are also welcome to
attend if they furnish their 14o
transportation....
Other transportation and supervision--
will be provided by library staff
• rambers. Those-attending will need to
be at the library before the 3:00 p. m.
departure time. Parents may pick up
their children around 5:30 p. m. at the •
librarr
This program is the second in a series
to be prtivided for the reading club
members.
the other 11 'pump stations on the line:
This could take several days, he said.
The roof and sides of the pump house
were blown away by the explosion at
3:45 p.m. The blast sent a huge plume of
gray-black smoke into the air. • .
It took firemen some two hours to
bring the flames under control. The
workman's body was found in the
rubble a couple of hours after the blast.
The pump house worker told The AP
that the check valve had been closed
and the flow of oil in the line stopped so
workmen could remove a filter located




The Nastiville District of the Aril*
-Corps of Engineers has announced an
application for a floating dock on Blood
River in Calloway 1_•-ounty.
According to the Corps, Lawrence
Martin, of New ('on, ord, proposes to
construct a four foot 1) 100 foot floating
boat dock to existing marina facilities
-at Blood River Boat Dock, on the east
side of fil;.pod River, acrosm. fro!,
Panorama Shores
The floating dock w..uld be connected
to the shoreline by an 18-foot access
walkway attached to a ir.-foot fixed
dock. • .
The deciskon wh..iher - to issue
permit will bk bascd ii an evaluation of
the probable impact of the proposed.
activity on the . public interest.
according to a spokesman for_ the
Corps. That decision will reflect the
national concern for b4)th prot•ftetton
and utilization Of important resources.
and the benefit whictrreasonahly may
.be --expected to accrue from the
proposal must- bc balanced against kts
reasonably foreseeable detriments. the
spokesman continued •
-No permit will be granted unless its
_issuance is found to.be in the pulalk
• interest.„- the spokesman said
If naspublic heaTing is requested, the
permit probably be acted upon
15 days, according to the
spokesman.
•
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MN:raw Parse O.sa. 3 Sessions -
You buy materials, instructions
free. July 14, 21, and 28 Thursday
1010-1203 p.m. a
learrow• twat Sheds. cis—a
Sessions - You buy materials, in-
structions free. July 12, and 19





The Ledger & Times story
about The graduation of Guy
Arthur Battle III brought to
mind a serious blunder on my.
part in the Murray High -
School library. The library
was open ell day to as many
• students as could be seated in
it, and who behaved. One day'
at the close of the period, I
asked three boys who had
wasted.their time and that of
other students to come to the
library after school and make
up their lost .time.
After about 30 minutes, I
said "You may go now."
There were four inspad of
three boys. I was astonished to
see Guy Battle sitting there
with the other three. Guy
never wasted time - his or
others. "Guy, why are you in
here?" He answered that he
thought I had pointed at him to
remain when I asked the
others to stay, but he didn't
know why. I shall never forget
that mistake. Now I read that
he has his PhD.in philosophy,
from Mike University,
Durham, N.C.
The death of Mrs. Cordis
Fair recently, grieved me. I
have had all her children and
her grandchildren in my
classes. The whole family was
lovely. She was the oldest
active member of the
_Christian Church and at-
tended Sunday School and
church regularly even though
she heard poorly. Three weeks
ago she came to me at church,
kissed me and gave me a
newspaper dipping with the
picture of my LOchie Fay and
Barbara Ashcraft in a tap
- dancing pose. She frequently
brought something to go in the
church history that is in the
making. Her daughter,
Dorrilo, Mrs. Allen Rose has
three sons, and a daughter
whose names begin with the
letter "J", Johnny, gastroin-
terologist, Louisville;
Knoxville, Tenn.; Jerry is a
pharmacist, Jimmy is in
.business _ with the Ford
itompany, Louisville. Jane is a
:'Student at Western majoring
• in art. •‘—
`.
Mrs. Fair was the mother of
four children-Lee, the eldest,
died at the age „of 7 years;
twins, Dorris and Hollis and
Ralph. Hollis lives. in
Columbia, Tenn.; Dorris,
here; and Ralph in Columbus,
Ohio.
A special dinner honoring
the President's Club members
at Murray State was given in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
recently. The Gallery that
displayed the Andhra Art
Exhibit and other countries
were on display. The dinner
tables were beautiful - white
linen cloths, summer flower
bouquets, Joe Jackson's piano
music during the meal, Marie
Taylor's vocal music, and the
food gave me the feeling that I
was in Paris or some other
famOus eating place.
Joe Dyer, head of the foods
department, Martha Sue Ryan
and their assistants prepared
the food in Winslow Cafeteria,
and delivered it by truck, hot
and delicious.
The Menu
Chilled Sour Cherry Soup
Bibb Lettuce a la Coach House








Seeing, touching and talking
with a real TV drama star is
unusual here. But I had that
experience recently at dinner
in The Triangle. Although he
is not a Calloway native, his
parents Mr, and Mrs. George
Colson are. Their son, David,
his wife and two children,
Cherri, his wife and children,
Christopher, 8 years old, and
Catherine, a toddler
vacationed here.
Mr. and Mrs. Warden
Gilbert and Mr. and Mrs. Don
Gilbert entertained the
families at a dinner. David is
the lawyer, "Tom Hughes" in
the TV opera "As the World
Turns." He explained that to
W
RaVberry
ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE




ambaropeor me, . 4 Sessions -
$20.00 i including materials) August
3, 10, 17, arid 24 Wednesday 10100 -
121.10p.m.
w•ey4.1 anis .3 Sessions - You buy
materiaLs, instructions free. August
4, hand 111Thursday 200-4.00
DAYTIME CLASSES WILL BE ARRANGED FOR GORUPS OF FOUR -
OR MORE,
am held .0Th. Wed larobsery
*Class feu rweired soma rogistreHee
get a vacation, the drama
writers wrote him out of the
script while he was away.
Cherri is a graduate nurse,
and trains nurses how to deal
with retarded children. He is a
graduate of Ann Harbor, and
Lancing, Mich. with majors in
drama.
It must be wonderful to be a
member of the Murray High
School band - a national
winner. My congratulations go
to the band and the in-
structors, and to the parents
for interest, promptness,
finances, and the lesson
learned about steadfastness ,-
in attending classes and
practices.
Another compliment goes to
Mel Purcell, a graduate, of
Murray High School who has
won membership in the tennis
club by his constant practice
,and striving to improve his
game. He enjoys the game and
is making play a serious
study. He has won a
scholarship in Memphis State.
His brother, Del, i3 following
in dad, 13enny's, tracks and
making good. Both of the boys
have been in my home and I
see them with my grand-
Mildren and I have -noted that
I - have never 'seen better
mannered young men. I wish
their-roother,-13etty; who is in
the West View Nursing Home,




Mrs. Pete Roney, the for-
m& Susan Johnson, was the
guest of honor at a bridal tea
held at the Holiday Inn with.
Mrs. Terry Hart, Mrs. Ed-
ward Parker, Mrs. Johnny
Rayburn, Mrs. Steve Payne,
and Miss Becky Wilson as
hostesses.
For the special occasion the
honoree chose to wear a peach
colored dress and waS
presented a corsage of daisies
by the hostesses.
Mrs. Charles Johnson,
mother of the honoree, Mrs.
Ann Roney, mother-in-law of
the honoree, and Mrs. Annie
Johnson and Mrs. Mary Rowe,
grandmothers of -Mrs. Roney
and Mr. Roney respectively,
were presented with
hostesses' gift corsages of
daisies.
Refreshments of punch,
hors d'oeuvres, and pastries
were served at the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with
a white cloth and centered
with arrangements of summer
flowers.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with the meat platter
from her chosen pattern of
pottery.
Thirty-five persons called
during the afternoon hours.
DO YOU OWN A VAN?





ENTER THE MURRAY DRIVE IN THEATRE'S
CUSTOM VAN CONTEST
Sat. July 16 7:00 til 8:15 p.m.
_
Contest rules and entry blanks are available at Murray Drive-In Theatre,








 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, JULY le, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "rerA
An unexpected invitation to
an evening function could
strengthen your social standing
considerably. Don't hesitate to
accept.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) k.-SiaP
Self-control and a deter-
mination to avoid arguments
required now. Persons barn
under some Signs may be a bit




U( May 22 to June 21) gOir-
You may have to make some
, _quick moves. Answer is to have
Some of your philosophical
concepts are now subject to
sudden change.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Ignore rumors and correct
misunderstandings wherever
you can. Bur remember that the
more quietly you handle such
matters, the more successful
will be your efforts.
444
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Avoid present tendencies
toward restle,ssness and ex-
travagance. You could regret
such actions later.
- VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A good day for planning next
week's -program. Be especially
astute In mapping tart
budgetary requirements. You
may be faced with some un-
foreseen expenses.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) All
Don't change plans, or
methods without first con-
sulting all concerned. Study
where changes ARE needed and
to what degree. Press for ef-
ficiency.
11P%
'°RPI°t. 24,Oct to Nov. 22)
Everyone has to take chances
at some time or other, but this is
no day for YOU to take un-
necessary risks. Day galls for
cautious, conservative action.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Mixed influences. Avoid
overoptimism. Too rosy an
outlook could cause you to
overlook small but vital details.
The p.m. brings an interesting
bit of news.
CAPEUCORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Let certain situations ride
now. Forcing issues will do
more harm than good. By
demonstration, you can let
others knOW that your ideas are
practical.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Consult with others before
making important decisions.
Your endurance may be tested,
but you are used to tests — and
usually pass them with flying
colors.
'PISCES-
( Feb. 29 to Mar. 20)
Your thoughts finally "jell"
on a project you've been con-
templating. You "put it all
together," as they say, and
result!) will prove it.
YOU BORN TODAY are
blessed with a fine intellect, a
lively imagination, ex-
traordinary intuition and
unusually high standards and
principles. You ha9e a keen
sense of justice and would make
an outstanding lawyer, jurist;
could also succeed in science,
journalism or in The field of
invention. You are extremely
conventional and conservative;
inclined, however, to actually
suffer when others do not live up
to your high ideals. Try to
master such sensitivity and
develop a sense of "live and let
live." In this way, you will enjoy
life mare fully and he others
tq do the same. iBirthdate of:
William Blackstone, writer on





 Frances Drake 
7g.
FOR MONDAY, JULY 11, len
What kind of day, will
tomorrow be? To find out what-
the'stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y4 4
Stars especially encourage
job and business matters. Take -
a chance on a new' idea, but do
not launch unless fully
prepared. •
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) tikU.P
Do not try to change pre-
planned activities or reverse
tactics without giving others
adequate notice. Careful ex-
planation-of your decisions can
prevent misunderstandings.
(May 22 to June 211 "a
49EMP./ ) • mr;iipr
A recently . proffered
suggestion to' which you may
not have given much thought
could, quite unexpectedly, open'
new doors to progress. Think
about it NOW.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23). 00
Some planetary restrictions.
Be cautious in budgetary
matters and DO control
emotions. Some Situations will
call for unusual tact
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2fg
Advance a new idea, enlist the
help of others to put it across.
Under prevailing influences,
you should win new benefits,
advance your status.
VIRGO
FrPtL(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You'll do Qest now by
cooperating with others instead
of insisting an your own way.
Some friction possible in the
latter case.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —.0
Artistic pursuits and pertonal
relationships need extra care
now. You may have to reckon
with some unforeseen hap-
penings, may have to take a
longer range view In planning.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n1.-;-r•
Curb emotions and-do not let
them become a factor in
making vital decisions. Stress
objectivity, realism.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Conditions not Willi* in all
areas? Look over the whole
picture and you'll see that there
are more benefits than
liabilities to count,_ and more to
gain than lose.
CAPRICORN ste r'
Dec, 71 to Jan. 20) '4/ kkft
Erase slate for a clean, fresh
beginning, even though old
matters carry.over. In .this
manner, you can brighten your
outlook, will be more responsive
to unexpected changes.
AQ(7ARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) )41
Planetary influences
stimulate keen and quick
thinking; generate inspiring
ideas which could be of great
benefit to organizations or to
your
PISCFS
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
:))
Some of your best ideas may
come when you least elpect
them. Make a note of anything
that comes to your mind now, as
it may prove profitable Later.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great prac-
ticality, a remarkable memory
and unusual foresight Your
business acumen is outstanding
and you could make a great
SUCCESS in commercial fields
but, as a career, may prefer one
of the arts, at which you also
exceL Along these lines, music
or architecture would be your
best bets but, since you are
inclined to be somewhat
materialistic, you may not find
either of these fields lucrative
enough to suit you. In such case,
you may well take up either as a
hobby. Unlike most Cancerians,
you love the limelight and will
do almost anything in the in-
terest of self-exploitation. Try
to ,curb this tendency since it
could lead you to undesirable
extremes. Birthdate of: John
Quincy Adams, 6th Pres.,
U.S.A.; John Wanamaker,
merchant; Yul Bryruier, actor.
Down Concord IT - -
Special Celebrations Are
Held At Old Homes In Area
By Estelle Sp1celand
July 5, 1977
A 'unique Fourth of July
celebration was held. Because
of sentimental reasons a few
old cotthtry houses have beiti
kept by members of frailties
though separated by many
miles.
George Bonner, employed in
Louisville by the railroad
company, owns his old
homeplace near the old Ed.
Loving home now owned by
the granddaughter, Wilma
Gannon of Colorado.
It was at the Bonner house
that the holiday was
celebrated with a barbecue
-feast and all the trimmings
brought in and spread out-
doors on long tables by 53
family members and friends.
Charlie Wade Bucy of
Concord furnished the pig; and
George and Mas Bonner and
Galen Miller Thurman, and
perhaps others, built the
barbecue pit and cooked the
meat to perfection.
It was an enjoyable reunion
of brothers, sisters, cousins,
and friends from many
localities.
July 1, 1977
In times like these when
there are so many tragedies
and heartaches, it -is so
thoughtful of -those who will
plan an old fashioned family
get together as did Porter and
Opal Holland of Murray one
Sunday recently after church.
The Hollands own a big old
two story farm house near
Sinking Spring Church and it
was on that shady lawn that
the H011ands and their family
members, her- brothers,
Floyd, *oyt, and Bill Mc-
Chide, and her sisters, Mts.
Lorene Geurin and Mrs.
Lavelle McClure and their
families and guests, Mr and
Mrs. Dane McClure, and two
oldest cousins enjoyed a
sumptuous picnic lunch
spread on tables under the
bfautiful shade trees.
,Many are taking summer
vacations now, but farm
homes are ideal settings for
pleasure.
- Mrs. James Patterson had
as guests for several days
recently a granddaughter,
Robin Futrell, and mother
from Tucson, Arizona.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Patterson
and baby daughter visited her
parents in North Carolina for
several days.
Otis Lovins' daughter's
family, the Gannons from
Colorado Springs, spent a few
weeks in Calloway County.
Mrs. Peggy Spiceland Hick's
and son, Tim, visited and
worked with her parents, the
Clyde Spicelands, a week
before returning to Michigan
where she teaches.
Mrs. Robert Bucy's sisters
from Nashville, Tn., visited
the Bueys at their new home in
Murray, instead of the farm as
usual, since the Terry
Shoemakers now own the
farm near New Concord. ,
And the old Herman Mon-
tgomery farm sold by Units
Spicelanil to Falwell and
Pittman, now without a cow or
calf, has been planted in beans
with huge machinery such as
former owners never dreamed
of in years past.
Charles Montgomery of
Nashville, fn., while visiting
his sister, Miss Erin Mon-
tgomery of Murray, toured the
old Concord roads and found
no familiar trails of his
boyhood.
The James Futiells and
sons have bush hogged the
New -Concord School grounds
and trimmed trees so that it
presents possibilities,
unknown, for the future.
Our hearts ,have been
saddened by the deaths which
have occurred in families we
have known, and by illnesses
and misfortunes which,
overtake all, but as the words
of Abraham Lincoln's favorite
poem says:
"The thoughts we are
thinking, our fathers did think
From the death we are
shrinking our fathers did
shrink
To the life we are clinging
they also would cling
But it speeds for us elflike a
bird on the wing."
So we must try to live one
day at ,a time and hope to
leave the world a little better
for our brief stay in it, to face
death without fear, and with a













and posture and have
fun too: All ages.
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FOR BUSINESS IN UKEWAY SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO-UNCLE LEE'S
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MM. C OM MUNI TY
CAT AENDA13.
Saturday, July
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include 142 hour
auto tour to see several active
beaver dams starting at
Center Station at 9:30 a. m.,
study on fresh water ecology
at Center Station at two p. in.,
and one mile walk with
flashlight starting at Center
Station at 8:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will iiitlude bird walk
at 7:30 a. m. and obstacle
course walk at 10:30 a. in. at
front porch of hotel, critter
hunt at campground bath
house at 1:30 p. m., bead
stringing at recreation room
at 2:30 p. m., critter race at
3:30 p. m. and junior ranger at
4:30 p. rn. at campground bath
house, bingo at campground
amphitheater at seven p. m.,
and square dance at cam-
pground bath house at 8:30 p.
m.
Orientation sessions for new
freshmen and ttansfer
students will be held today and
tomorrow at Murray State
University.
Am-Vets picnic will be held
from one to six p. m. behind
the post house on Highway 79.
Each lady is to bring a dish for
the meal.
Sunday, July 10
Youth of Sinking Spring
Eptist Church will present
the musical, "Lightshine" at
7:15 p. in. at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberts
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a.
reception, at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church from
two to five p.m., Guests are
asked to not bring gifts.
ween the Laltes.
Sunday, .July iS
Special musical program by
Ron Calhoun, instructor at
Gospel Music School at MSU,
will be held at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
Land Between the lake
activities will include broom
making at Empire Farm from
one to 4:30 p.m., slide
program on wildflower and
birds at Center Station at two
p.m., and 15-minute movie on
Canada geese at Center
Station at three p.m.
Monday, July 11
The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at one p.m. at the
church. .
• - •
Cordelia Erwin Unit of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. in the senior youth
room of the church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets. This is for all
persons with emotional needs,
nervous problems, domestic
troubles, etc.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday




Church will have a potluck
luncheon following morning
-worship services to open the'
revival at the church. Meat,




Poplar Spring Church Choir
and Tennessee Gospelaires
will be at the New Providence
Baptist Church at 1:15 p.m.
Jeffrey Cemetery will have
its annual homecoming with
preaching at eleven a.m.
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ will have its annual
homecoming dinner.
_ 
Era of Iron Revisited will be
the special-event at two p.m.
at the Center Furnace Trail
parking lot in the Land Bet-
Two weeks' tennis summer
youth program tennis
workshop will open at Murray
° State University and Murray
High School courts and will
continue through July V.
Art exhibit by James
Howard tlinkenbeard of
tiWT—ray-still open at the "Clara
1.  -Eagle. Gallery of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University., and
continue until July 24.
Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop will open at
8:30 a.m. in the Student Center
auciltoriuM, Murray State




Fair opens at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds. If any Murray
Senior Citizens would care to
enter articles in the tair,
transportation by calling 753-
0929 will be arranged.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30
a.m. to three p.m.
Workshops in Marching,
Baton, Ripe, Drum Major,
and Flag Corps opened today
at Murray State University
and will continue through July
15.
Tuesday, July 12
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church Women will meet with
Lavine Carter at 1:30 p. m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. in. All interested
persons are invited.
_ Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon."
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:30 a. in.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
• Social breakfast will be
from 7:30 to ten a. m. and
shopping from ten a. m to
four p. in. by the Hardin
Senior Citizens.
_
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with a travel
talk on Toronto, Canada, at
10:30 a. m., sack lunch at
noon, and band practice atone..
p. m.
Seniority Salute, a day for
senior citizens, will start at
Hematite Lake near Station;
Land Between the Lakes e at
ten a. m. Bringra dish for a
potluck luncheon and advance




- You can ni a colorful
bread box out f a discarded
rural mail box. Spray-paint
the outside and cover the in-




• Filter a Pigmy
• Steel brinks.
• $ew Deck
• Lily Pod IllItinesseee• Heavy' Gouge
Vlacyl lifter
• Peel Lecidor




for the whole family!










By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY:- Something touched me deeply this '-
morning, and I hope you will find this worthy of publishing.
I am a hairdresser. For more than a year, a little lady has
had a standing appointment with me at 3 p.m. every
Saturday.
Today (at 9 a.m.) this lady telephoned the shop and said,
"My husband's brother passed away very suddenly last
night, and I won't be able to come in today. Knowing that
appointments are at.apremium on a Saturday afternoon,
please fill in my time."
Abby, if this lady could find the time under those
circumstances to cancel her appointment', why can't
women who know weeks ahead of time that they are going
to be out of town do the same,,_.
ROSE
DEAR ROSE: Because ,the lack the qualities of
thoughtfulness, consideration and kindness that makes
this "lady" a lady.
DEAR ABBY: There is an old guy in our town who is
driving everybody nuts. He's about 75 years old, and he
can't keep his paws off women. tit, waitress will get within
six feet of him. When he comes into the restaurant, the
cashier has to take his order, and the cook conies out of the
kitchen to serve it to him!
This guy went to a doctor for a checkup, and the nurse
told me that if he ever came back, she was going to have a
pair of handcuffs ready. Everybody in town knows about
him. I can't undetstand why the let a marl like that run
loose. Isn't he dangerous?
PASO ROBLES
DEAR PASO: Probably not. If everybody in town
knows about him, they're safe. It's the ones they DON'T
know about who are dangerous.
_DEAR ABBY Welutitesue child, j .1.11 -Brenda
She is a normal, average eitikl.--and-a little spoiled, but
she's never given us any trouble. 41
' Brenda has never washed a pair of hosiery or ironed a'
blouse because 'her mother wouldn't let her. She's never
even made her own bed. My wife- was a personal maid for
this child. Brenda was never allowed to spend a night at a
girlfriend's house or a week at summer camp.
Now the subject of college is at hand. and Brenda has
applied to several.
My wife says, "Brenda doesn't have to go out of town.
The local college is good enough.- Brenda wants to go
away to college, and I think she sh(uld, but her moth0-
can't hear of it without bursting into t ear z:What shóuld
done?
BRENDA'S DAD
DEAR DAD: You appear to have one neurotic female on
your hands. Do y.ou want to try' for- two" Ask your
clergyman -family doctor .or someone whose opinion youe
wife values to speak to her
She must be made to realize that her attachment to her
daughter ie unhealthy. Brenda needs freedom to develop
some self-reliance, and her mother desperately needs to
develop some ()Weide interests.
CONFIDENTIAL TO -EAGER TO LEARN": To
paraphrase an ancient Chinese Proverb: "A single
conversation across the table with a wise man be woman)
is worth a month's study of books."
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly'llille. Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a





Women's . Tennis at the
Murray Cottitry Club for play
on Tuesday, July 12, at nine a.
m. have been released as
follows:
Court NO. One — Pat Seiber,
Kay Ray, Cindy Ashby, and
Penny Cappock.
Court No. Two — Jana
Hughes, Jane Prince, Sheila
Grogan, and Nancy Fandrich.
Court No. Three — Nancy
Ryan, Marilyn Adkins, Vickie
Miller, and Janie Ryan.







Baby *Girl Story (Mother
Laveeta), 304 S. 17, Mayfield,
Baby Girl Puttoff (mother
Johnna), 1303 Olive, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Louise Gore and Baby
Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Linda S. Mitcheson and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs:
Rhonda F. Peveto and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3 Box 110 Dover, Tn.,
Anthony W. Regan, Box 2638
College St., Murray, Mrs.
Shelia K. Fox, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Glenda R. Manning, Rt.
1, Box 222 Cottage Grove, Tn.,
Miss _Angell& J. Dial, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Joe B. Wilson, Rt. 2,
Bizet, Mrs. Shirley C. Groves,
Rt, 8, Benton, Miss Erika A.
Perry, Rt. 2, Cadiz, Mrs.
Myrtle H. Davis, 2110 W.
Adair Apt. No. 8, Knoxville,
Tn., Mrs. Melinda C. Stuber,
Rt. 6 Box 422 Paducah, Mrs.
Joan G. Eldridge, Rt. 6, Box
168_ Murray Miss. Tone. -I-
Camp, 907 lohnny Robertson,
Rd:, Murray, -Mrs. 'Betty
Garland, Gen. Del, KirkseY:
Mrs. Kathy G. Slone, Box 274,
Puryear, Tn., Delmer W.
Jones, Rt. 3, Box 330-C,
Murray, Raymond M. Hutson,
Rt. 1, Box 171 Buchanan, Tn.,
Comus F. Alexander, Hardin,
Mrs. Ruby L. McClain, Box
112 Ses_cl Itail‘ Robert__ D.,
McKinney, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Lottie A. Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Lee H. Gingles, 511 S. 13th St.,
Murra
Stanley-Gream Vows
To Be Read Tonight
Miss Shelia Gail Stanley and Breit-Thomas Gream are plan-
ning to be married tonight, Saturday, July 9-as announced by •
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Evans Stanley, 901 Riggins
St., Paris, Tn. ,
• The ceremony will take place at seven p. m. at the Hazel
Church of Christ. Invitations have been sent out-of-town only
and all friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception to follow at the Hazel Com-
munity Center.
The bride attended Calloway County High School in Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stanley, 710
Hardy St., Ptiris, In., and of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos C. Byars of
Hazel. Mrs. Lucy Carpenter of 711 Hardy St., Paris, In., is her
great-grandmother.
The groom-to-be is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack T. Gream,-
812 Caledonia St., Paris, Th.
He graduated from Henry County High Scgool and is curren-
tly in the U.S. Army stationed at Ft. Hood, Texas.
His grandparents are Mrs. Clyde Freeland, 203 E. Blythe St.,
Paris, In., and the late Mr. Freeland and Mrs. Roy Gream,
1108 Depot St., Paris, In., and the late Mr. Gream. His great-





We start with tender
juicy chopped Sirloin
It's served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast A














As one of our residents stated "why go to the
lake for a 4th of July outing" at Fern Terrace July
4th, the residents had a picnic outside. In the af-
ternoon we had watermelon and then played
Bingo & Ball and had our supper out. The
residents had a wonderful time and needless to
say we are still cleaning up watermelon seeds. 1
Prizes were won by Maggie Stubblefield, Winnie
Oleary, Raynell Redden and Evelyn Bryant.
We want to welcome into our family Mrs. lela
Knight.
We want to wish a Happy Birthday to the
following people: Myrtle Farris, Annie Hendon,
Joe Jackson, Nick Vv Natt, Pearl Skinner arid
Jeanette King
In Ole picture below you can see one of our residen-
ts, Mr. Lowell Copeland enjoying his isistscsisios.
We are glad to have 'Or Raymond Freeze back
with us after his stay at the hospital.
That's all the news from fern Terrace for this





The cool evening hours are the perfect time to bake that
cake or wash that load ef cIdthes ondisheS. In tact, doing al4---4
your hot. moisture producing jobs.4n the evening ool will not
Only help you stay comfortable, but help you save' Money and
energy too.
You'll be taking the extra burden off your air conditioner so
it doesn't have to work as hard to Weep you comfortable ,
. Do that hot job after dark and save.
I K
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It is estimated that distillipg began in
Kentucky about 1780. By 181b there was
thought to be some two thousand stills
in the state, providing a livelihood for
millers, distillers, teamsters, coopers,
farmers, and boatmen. The years after
the Revolution — after Jefferson
repealed the excise tax — were fairly
peaceful.
Then came the War of 1812. Albert
Gallatin, who had led the Whiskey
Rebellion fighting the liquor excise tax
in his youth, now had become Secretary
of the Treasury and now saw the
country's financial picture from a more
"mature" viewpoint. So in 1813, he was
responsible for the excise tax coming
into existence once more. This time, the
outcry was not as bad, because the
money was being used to fight the war
which was tO protect this country's
freedom.
The tax was again abolished in 1819,
after the war, and the country managed
to stay out of debt until the next war,
which was the War Between the States.
Abat.1825, a man named James C.
Crow, who was a Scotch distiller and
•vhetnist moved to Kentucky and
brought with him more scientific
methods of whiskey making. With these
improved methods the Kentuckian
could now get 3'2 gallons from a bushel,
compared with 2 gallons that his father
had produced. With hard work, a man
could produce almost two barrels of
'whiskey a week.
Then a man called Dr. Benjamin
Rush, a former surgeon in the
,Revolution, came along with a theory
that is credited with starting ,the
temperance movement. This theory,
which was so startling as to be
considered pure heresy was that
"strong drink was not necessary to the
health of soldiers — and might even
harm them." At this time, a soldier was
given his ration of whiskey along with
his food ration and gun. People had a
---rendencT - to anSider - Dr. Rush
infallible, and mast—agreed with his
other dogmas, such as "Yellow fever is
caused by damaged coffee, lockjaw can
be cured by opium and wine, and rabis
is no problem if the patient is well-
bled.— gut they drew the line at his
belief that whiskey was not good for
you. That was too much!
With the Civil War, came the third
excise tax., the granddaddy of the
present tax system, which put a tax on
all alcoholic beverages and created the
office of Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, from whence came the term
"revenuer," By 1865, the tax on liquor
had climbed from 20 cents to 82 a
gallon. But authorities were puzzled to
discover that as taxes went up, revenue
went down.
Sensing The News
Thus the moonshiner was born, with
the legal distillery going undergrpund
and becoming a "still," to be tended by
men who were now breaking the law. In
1811, the government decided to stopall
such nonsense and sent hordes of
military troops into Kentucky to rid the
state of all stills. .Needless to say, it
never happened. The troops galloped
across the state and exited as they had
entered, empty-handed. Then the
government decided to lower the tax to
50 cents a gallon, in an attempt to
discourage moonshining, but by that
time the habit had been set, and people
considered it a challenge to keep on
with their activities and avoid
detection.
The people felt that they had proved
their loyalty to their country by fighting
in the Civil War, but they were
beginning_ta_ question their country's
loyalty to them. They were also
learning to distrust strangers, and the
old laws of mountain hospitality bit the
dust — many limes along with the
strangers.
Each state revenue agent was
empowered to delegate 5 to 10 local
-deputies." What the people in
Washington didn't realize, not being
familiar with the code of the hills, was
that the only men who would take such
a job were ruthless, criminal • types,
because it was against the local
people's codes to inform on anyone. So
these deputies, also being somewhat
cowardly, operated with one method of
arrest — "Aim where his suspenders
CT OSS ."
,As could be expected, moonshiners
and their neighbors and friends)
passionately hated these deputies; they
waylaid, beat, and killed them, and
formed such deep feelings that the word
"revenuer" was enough tO make a man
reach for his gun. •
Most of the local sympathy lay with
the Toonshiner -7_e_ven _that,. of _ the
judges._ If a revenuer- was shot, so the
federal men complained, local judges
tended to regard Was an accident. But
if a local citizen was shot by a revenuer,
even in self-defense, the revenuer was
prosecuted to the fullest.
Word got back, via the Temperance
movenient, about the great extent of
illegal stills. In Boston, a doctor
distributed a pamphlet describing the
sins of drink and telling in detail how an
innocent jug of molasses could be
turned into wicked rum by just a simple
topper coil. In less than a week there
was not a length of copper left in the
city.





Concern about the environment is
legitimate. Unfortunately, this concern
can pass. the legitimate stage and
become hysterial in character. -
We see this hysteria manifested in the
fevered campaigns against the
construction of nuclear power plants,
the building of oil refineries, and the
opening of new surface coal mines — all
essential for a modern society that
requires large amounts of energy.
Out of the hysteria]; anti-technology
campaigns has emerged what 'Paul
--- Johnson, the British writer, describes
as a new breed of "Doomsday Men."
In a recent essay in the London Daily
Telegraph, Mr. Johnson says that the
"middle.class pseudo-intellectuals' are
subject to intense emotion on ecological
issues. He points out that the decline of
traditional beliefs -has left a yawning
emotional- gap in the lives of the
Western-educated bourgeisie."
For some, Mr. Johnson adds, the gap
has been filled by the varieties of
Marxism, a crude secular religion.
-Such people," Mr. Johnson observes,
-infest our drab new universities, as
_ professors, as lecturers and such like.
But for others, for whom radical
• politics are distasteful, the new religion
is ecology. They really believe the
world is about the be destroyed by
industrial progress."
Mr: Johnson's words are very timely
in view of the current effort by the anti-
nucle4r, movement to .prevent the
'e- constriiion of nuclear reactors, This
• --ng; the state of New Hampshire was
confronted with mass civil
disobedience by a protest group that
'styled. itself the "Clamshell Alliance."
Similar lawless demonstrations are
likely to take place at other nuclear
power plant sites around the country.
An announcement of a nuclear power-
plant construction project invariably
results in what Mr. Johnson refetis to as
a brush of blood to ecological heads.
We see in the anti-nuclear campaign,
for example; a new type of flat earth
movement — an element that responds
with shocked fury„ to a scientific
advance. The types who, in Mr.
Johnson's words, want everyone to live
off marinated seaweed, are bigots on
the subject of technological progress.
He rightly says that the "ecological
lobby, in its paranoia, is likely to do
great, possibly incalculable harm, by
restricting healthy economic growth."
The scientists who developed nuclear
power systems have a very real and
healthy respect for genuine ecological
considerations. They are determined
that, nuclear power installations be as
safe as human ingenuity can make
them. But they recognize the danger in
excessive alarm, the menace ,M
hysteria that rejects tire 'test of reason.
They recognize that the hysterical
ecological elements that oppose the
operation of the Concorde supersogic
jet, for example, on the basis of flimsy
allegations that travelers en the
aircraft, will be exposed to
unacceptable levels -'of cosmic
radiation.
The modern world can't afford such
alarmists, or those who organize sit-ins
at nuclear power plant sites. Indeed, a
healthy, progressive' society can't
afford "Doomsday Men."
Isn't It The Truth
Show me a- man who has never had
his face slapped by a woman and I will
show you a man who is either too nice or
to weak, too dumb, too sneaky or too
young.
Inside Report
Can't stand the light
Its Ibis. land Es :kn. and Robert *si mak
•
The White Rhodesian
BURMA VALLEY, Rhodesia — The
authentiC face of white Rhodesia today
is shown by David Wiggins, a 58-year-
old native Rhodesian farmer who
knows that rule over his country by the
black majority is inevitable but still
wants a place for himself in the new
Zimbabwe. -




and Students, we heard nobody dispute
the certainty that, one way or another,
Ian Smith will be succeeded by a black
prime minister. Those whites who may
erate are doing .511 not _out of
revulsion at black majority rule as such
but fear of a Marxist, repressive
Zimbabwe. -
This belies the stereotype of the
Rhodesian settler, well to Smith's right,
insisting on anachronistic white man's
rule. Smith, supported by 3-to-1 • of
250,000, whites in his long fight to retain
their supremacy,will get similar 3-to-1
support for majority (though the 75
per cent . backing is now distributed
differently).
It probably comes too late. Western
diplomats privately admit 'that with
each passing hour, black nationalists
escalate their demands. Black leaders
now label special protections for the
white minority as racist privileges,
discouraging hope that political and
economic ruin can be avoided in this
rich and lovely country. But, contrary
to Third World-Communist
propaganda, white Rhodesians are not
refusing to accept black rule.
Farmer Wiggins is a case in point.
Returning to Rhodesia in 1946 after
wartime service as an RAF pilot in
Today In HistOrf
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, July 9, the 190th
day of 1977. There are 175 days left' in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1776, General George
Washington summoned his troops in
New York and had the Declaratiort-rif.
Indpendence read to them.
On this date: •
In 1816, Argentina declared
independence from Spain.
In 1850, President Zachary Taylor
died at the White House after having
served only one year and four months of
his term in office.
In 1940, during World War Two,-the
Duke of Windsor was appointed
governor of the Bahamas. .
In.1947, the engagement of ,Britain's
Princess Elizabeth and Lieutenant
Philip Mountbatten was announced.
In .1960, the Soviets threatened the
United States with missiles if
Washington tried to oust the Castro
governinent in Cuba.
In 1964, the New !Orleans cotton
exchange closed .aftei-793---yeitrs of
operation. •
Ten years ago: The Unifk States
assumed an active role in a conflict in
the. Congo by sending three large'
'military transport Planes to give„
logistic support to the, government In its
fight against rebels led by foreign
• mercenaries.
Five years ago': Guerrillas in
Northern Ireland executed four men.
One year ago: Queen Elizabeth of
..13kitain was touring New York City. •
Today's birthday! King Hassan the
Second of Morocco is 48 years old.
, Thought foisstroday: Children are a
great comfort in your old age, and they
help you reach it faster, too
anonymous.
England ( where a fellow aviator was
Ian Smith), Wiggins received from the
then colonial government 3,000 barren
acres in the beautiful Burma Valley
hard by Rhodesia's eastern border with
Mozambique. He now grows cotton and
a little tobacco, feeds cattle, and, like
many white Rhodesians, lives
exceedingly well. But he spends one
week in four as a police reservist, and
his farm is best arrived at in a mine-
protected truck.
Farmers such as Wiggins form the
bulwark of Smith's hard-line Rhodesian
Front. But Wiggins now accepts
majority rule, adding: "I suppose
•we've w.aited a—bit Leo 1ong.'2- -Meek-
nationalist demands for redistribution
of income worry him. Nevertheless he
and his children want to stick it out in
Zimbabwe, even with a lowered
Standard of living.
So, Wiggins and his neibhbor farmers
were not at all pleased when John
Wright, their young member of
parliament, - joined 11 other bitter-
enders (since expelled from the
Rhodesian Front) attacking Smith's
acceptance of majority rule. The
Rhodesian Front's Burma Valley
branch including David Wiggins, voted
unanimously to disavow Wright's
apostasy. Smith is still their man.
That suddenly narrows the gap
between conservative farmers .in the
Burma Valley and liberal businessmen
in Salisbury. The liberals deplore
Smith's years of rigidity, and sortie
suspect his sincerity today. But they
will follow Smith into reasonable
majority rule, and what they consider
reasonable sounds very much like
David Wiggins' requirements.
The first requirement is physical
protection after. Smith steps down,
preferably with the present Rhodesian
government's security forces
Letter To The Editor
maintaining law -and order for the
caretaker government.. The second
requirement is financial protection
against expropriation of assets.
But such requirements are rejected
. summarily by black nationalists, who
demand unconditional majority rule.
What infuriates while Rhodesians
across the ideological spectrum is that
British and U.S. diplomats seeking a
negotiated settlement are -not pushing
black nationalist leaders to offer some
form of protection.
According, while still grumbling over
Ian Smith's past record,. white liberals
now most resent that London and
Washington place so taw--a prtortWkia-
preventing Rhodesia's admirable
economic system from descending to
the general confusion of black Afrida.
One priminent husinessman,srepntedly
a liberal, is so incensed that he told us
-he-honestly believes-the Americans and
British want to eliminate Rhodesia and
eventually South Africa as economic
competitors, '
The difficulty of achieving a
settlement is accelerating the
emigration of business and technical
experts, whose departure the Smith
regime cannot afford. But it is not yet a
mass exedus. We found many whites
.similar to one young man who splits his
time between business interests in
Salisbury and fighting guerrillas along
the Mozambique frontier. "I shall
never leave here," he told us. "I was
born here, my children were born here
and it's the only bloody place I know,"
His decision to fight and stay betrays,
besides patriotism, hope of salvaging
some of the white man's privileged
position. But nobody we could find
harbors illusions about keeping white
minority rule. That the West chooses to
ignore this exposes the hypocrisy of the
age.
Remembers 30 Years Ago
Dear Editor:
I have just finished reading your
issue of June 16 which I somehow
missed at the time of issue. I found the
page on the 30th anniversary of the
daily most interesting.
Although I am 84 years old, I read
every word of the reproduced front
page with my husband's
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
'providing a forum for the free -
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore,' we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with _their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels Milt the issue m-erits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
•••
announcement. It brought hack many
memories as I worked with my husband
in those early days.
It made an interesting feature and
was well done.
__With best wishes for 30 more years of
success.
Yours truly, ,
Mrs. W. Percy Williams
Paris, Tennessee
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Williams is
the widow of former Murray Ledger &
Times owner and publisher W. Percy
Williams and the mother of James C.
Williams, who followed in his father's
footsteps as publisher of this newspaper
until the paper was sold in 1973 and
Walter L, Apperson took over as
publisher. She has been involved in
"newspapering" practically all of her
adult life and still writes a column,
"Down The Garden Path," which -
appears frequently in this newspaper
as well as The Paris Post-
Intelligencer. )
Bible Thought
Hut he. willing to justify '
himself, said unto Jesus. And
who is my neighbor?" Luke
• 10:29.
According to the teaching of,
Jesus, a neighbor is anyoneih





Naval Reserve Ensign John H. Dunn
received his Navy "Wings of Gold"
during ceremonies at Chase Field U. S.
Naval Academy Air Station, Beeville,
Texas.
Deaths reported include J. H.
(Hampton) Irvan, age 63.
Dr. Ray Mofield and Bill Furgerson
will represent the Murray State
University faculty at the annual ROTC
Summer Camp in Incliantown Gap, Pa.,
next week.
Marriages announced include Miss
Sheryl Kathryn Carman to Urey
Woodson Alexander, Jr., on June 24, at
the First Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L Morris, Jr.,
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Margaret Ann, to Hampton
W. Brooks, son of of Mi. and Mrs. W. H.
Brooks.
20 Years Ago
A mass meeting- tit the Murray
Chamber of Commerce was held last
night in the Calloway County court
room. Verne Kyle, chairman of the
Industrial Committee for the chamber,
was the main speaker.
Deaths reported include Mrs. May
Ford, age 77.
Larry Smith and Eldrid Jones of
Kirksey are pictured with other
Kentucky members of the Future
Farmers of America at the electric
class held at the FFA Center at
Hardinsburg.
David Parker, Roy Weatherly,
Kenneth Garland, and Bobby Key
attended the State Royal Ambassador
Camp at Cedarmore Baptist Assembly
at Bagdad July 1-6.
Mr. And Mrs. Hall McCuiston of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Coy Andrus
of Mayfield have returned from a ten
days' trip through the easter part of the
United States. •
30_Years Ago
The Rev. Samuel McKee was
installed .as president of the Murray
Lions Club at a barbecue meeting held
yesterday at the Murray City Park.
Canneries are now open by
appointments at Almo, Hazel, Kirksey,
and Lynn Grove Schools, according to
Prentice Lassiter, Calloway County
school superintendent.
The Rev. M. M. Hampton will be the
--evangelist at th'e reviVal meeting to
start July 13 at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church, according to the pastor, the
Rev. J. H. Thurman.
The Enntgiclia Homemakers Club of
Calloway County was picked among the
early prize winners at the West
Kentucky Fair opening yesterday at
Paducah. Their exhibit prepared by
Mrs. Clifford Smith, Mrs. J. 15. Wall,
Mrs. Curtis Hays, Mrs. Jake Shipley,
and Mrs. Thomas • Parker placed
second.
Matte Trousdale, Ruble Smith,-
I:ottye gaiter, and Dr. Annie Ray of
Murray State College are directing
area workshops in elementary
education in various places in Western
Kentucky.
40 Years Ago
The Equalization Board of the city of
Murray whose duty it is to equalize
property value is meeting this week to
make assessments on city property.
Members are P. A. Hart,. W. H. Finney,
and C. H. Redden.
Forty-seven teachers in forty-two one
and two room schools in Calloway
C,oulity will begin teaching July 12,
according to Calloway County School
Superintendent M. 0. Wrather.
Deaths reported this week include
D'ave Allbriften, age 77, Joe Pink
Lassiter, age 72, Tom Morton, age 80,
and A. G. Wilson, age 72.
Mrs. Rudy Smith of Murray has been
elected secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Auxiliary at the 31st annual
meeting of the Kentucky Rural Letter
Carriers convention held at Lexington.
Marriagee announced this week
include Ruth Virginia Harrell to Will
Ed Whitnell on June 20, and Stella Ray
to Buford Hurt on July 2. • --
Births reported this week include a
boy, Carroll, Jr., to the Rev. and Mrs.
atfroll Hubbard on July 7,-Tairl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Robinson on June 15,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. 'vlaxie
Puckett on June 28.
Hamburger is advertised t two .
pounds for 25 cents in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.
gii'rray Ledger & 'times •
Publisher.. . Walter I. Apperson
F.ditor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Tone$ is published
every afternoon exceg Sundass, Jul) 4. Chnst-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers, $2 50 per month, payable "in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmtngton. Ity , and
. Parts, Rue: :marl and Puryear, Tn.. 117 50 per
year By mail to other destinations, 132 50 per
sear
-member of ALSociifecTPress, Kentucks Press
Association and Southern-Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
repUblish local news originated by The M  












































































OVER 10 YEARS SERVICE—Jim Adams IGA recognized longtime employes at its
stores in Pods, Wormy, Caardetn, Covington mid Serransenb meetly with a diatom at
the Avalon in Paris. Receiving service certificates for years of service above 10
wept (front, left) Patty Hurt (11), Ruby Lasbirts (11), Virginia Snow (12), Martin
Snow (20),•Jamis Gibson (20), and Wiley Mayfield (11). Bach row, from left, are
Jimmy Townsend (29), Sams WARM (15), WHIM Younger (11), ARI Hart (15).
Wayne Stone (13) and Hannon Carter (13). Not picherod are Carlton Moore and
Janos Teague with 11 years, James Tipton with 12, and Dale friedlob with 16.
Here's how American famil
Is your idea of an affluent
family that of a husband
who Is a commuter with
stay-at-home wife? If so,
that vision. is more fiction
than reality, according to
government research.
The fact of economic life
today is that 4 out of every 5
families in the richest fifth
of the population have at
least two wage -earners in
the household, reports the
American Council of Life
Insurance. More often than
not, the two who work are
husband and wife.
Consider that last year
only three million
American husbands earned
over $25,000. But well over
six-million households
were in that higher-income
bracket-in-the-U. . great
many of these families
achieved their financial
status by the dint of both












This is often the case in
the middle-to-upper in-
come bracket as well. Even
though less than 10 million
husbands had earnings of
$15,000 to $25,000, the
number of husband-wife




figures. In fact, about half
of all American families
with incomes above $15,000
have achieved this status
because both the wife and
husband work.
Within the past half-
century the proportion of
married women who work
rose from about 29 per cent
to 44 per cent, reports- the
Council. Today, with
10 YEARS SERVICE—Jim Adams IGA presented 10.year service plaques to three
employes at a special recognition dinner recently at the Avalon Restaurant in Paris.
From loft are vice president Jerry Bowden presenting a plots* to Eva Bogard, and
Evelyn Adams receiving a pimps from president Jim Adele'. Not picteted is Mary
Sue Colley.
les get richer (BANKINGSince 
many women IS EVERYBODY'S
(ISP}
working wife is likely to
lower the family standard An Ounce Of Prevention--Your
now share financial
responsibilities with their
husbands, the death of a OilUSINESS 
of living drastically. As a t By Willis W. Alexander -
result-, many more married Executive Vice President.
women are protecting their 4 merican Bankers Association
incomes with life in- A convenient and inexpen-
surance. According to the sive ounce of prevention for
Council, between 1965 and storing valuables can be found
whde ereitrlia"oux.binik 
- in a safe1976, the amount of in- -
surance owned by women
pos t 
More than 100 years,
grew by some 150 per cent banks have offered their vault
to about $350 billion, facilities for safekeeping of
Council 
their customers' property. To-
According to day, many people house their
surveys of young people valuables in these vaults that
between the ages of 14 and furnish maximum safety and
25, today's young women 
privacy.
But, before you raid your
are increasingly indicating mattress, make sure you un-
a preference for the double- derstand the service. While
salary life style. e safe 
deposit boxes provide
maximum safety they are not
nearly .37, million-wornert ill- proportion of young women foolproof., and you should
the work force; over 60 per
cent of whom are married,
the double-salary life style
has not only made for a
"population explosion" in
the m idd le-and-upper
income brackets but also in
the personal financial
planning of families at all
levels of income.
•
who -preferred an outside take certain precautions
job even though married It is and complete v 
"biethat an ac
rose from 26 per cent in tc,ry of each item in storage
1970 to 34 per cent in 1976. be kept in a separate place.
It should include important
dates;._ serial numbers and
even duplicate copies .of ap-
propriate documents.
Some banks 'prohibit cer-
tain items to be stored in the
box - such as securities,
jewelry, and coin and- stamp
collections - so, read thsw
lease contract carefully. Al
banks restrict the storage of
money. 
Safe deposit boxes • are
available at most banks in
standard sizes ranging from
2 x 5x 24 inches to several
cubic feet. Costs range from
NS per year for the smallest
to more than $50 for the
This Stlittleil News feature
will appear each Saturday
.n the
Murray ledger and -Times
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic fireplacesoAluminum Awnings
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel I( y
Phone 492-8647 for free Estimates
A good safety program
begins with
a good insurance agency'
Ther0 TO A ...)ah••
that: hA•d ant,








MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751

















DESIGNERS ND i ER OF AVIV _ TOOLS




through a two-k'- s systeras.
You have one Ices and the
bank has a di f fi.rtrit key
Both must be used to open
two locks to gain access to
yourTatuatdeS.....-
The contract agreement be
tween you and the bank also
provides the legal relationship
for. use of the -,,safe deposit 1970, 92 million in 1975, and
,box. The bank's responsibil-
ity-ls to exercise proper care
in preventing access to the
box by unauthorized per
sons, Unless you appoint it
deputy, only you are entitled
to access.
Another alterritatIve 1. a
joint contract in which two
or more jndividuals are
co-lessees. With this arrange-
ment, if one person, is out of
town or incapac!•ated, some-
one else enter- the box if
necessary. 
Loos need not stem from
front-page burglaries. Fires,
floods, eartho-ustue and. .x
plosions can (!,,troy the con-
tents of safe deposit boxes,
too. Ask your insurance com-
pany about safe deposit box
coverage under an extension
of your homeowner's or
renter's policy. Some offer
special "customer's safekeep-
ing policies- specifically de?
stgried to cover the contents
of your safe deposit box.
One finat tip remember
when filing sour La.-return
that a safe deposit box rental
fee is tax deduailite-iT-aii-










UNDER 10 YEARS SERVICE—Service certificates recognizing oi4eyes with 5 to 29
years of service were gives employes ef Jim Adams IGA's chain of seven heaters
in West Tennessee .and Western kmotecky recently. Included in the $ *nigh 9
years sorties groom are (front, left) Sande Miles (5), Pat Fortroll (5), Anna Parker
(9), See Morton, lagoons Bogard (5), Ann Grim (7), Runk Watts (7), and Ian Wynn
(7). Beck row, from left, ere David Saran (8), Glenn Gibbs (5), Howard Stub-
blefield (II), Tommy Thompson (6), 'Howard Roper (S), Tony Patton (5), Pete
bailey (5) and Billy Townsend (7). Not pictvrod ere Jefrosoy Press.., John James,
Cory David Liven, Steve Smothensaa, David Smothineaso and Marge Scarheromok
with five years, Wynd Travis with seven, Jockey Evans mod Violet Owen with eight,
and Rey Lackey, Maxine Mil= and Glen Johnston with eine.
Helping to pay those medical bills
SANK NOTES
by Bill Boyd
Following the total collapse in
valrie of the Contioentakurren-
cy Ni 1781, the U. S. Government
Issued no more paper money
for 80 years. Many banks issued
paper money during that
period.
men.ber FDIC




1951, its growth has been
more rapid than that of any
other form of health in-
surance. reports the Health
Insurance Institute
By 1960, more than 25
million people had major
medical coverage, and this
number increased to .53
million in 1965, 77 million in
an estimated 93 million in
1976.






company high benefit basic
packages, an estimated 149
million people had some
form of . "castrophic"
private health insurance in
1976. That works out to
some 7 in 10 Americans.
Service matches la4yer with client
Need or want to talk to a
lawyer and don't know
one? A bit shy for some
reason about calling a
lawyer? Afraid a legal
consultation might be,
expensive?







The program will be
funded by the Association







. News and ideas for self-employed
people and corporations
Keogh plans - no doubt
you've heard much about
these 1as-beneficial
retirement plans. The
amounts to be invested,
however, concern many
people.
Here is some news for
people without a lot of ear-
ned income. If your adjusted
gross income is less than
$15,000 per year. vou may
Contribute up to S750 of this
ins mini-Keogh plan.
This would apply to thd
person whose income
comes from dividends
rather than earnings, for
esample And the ad-
vantages of the *regular
Keogh plan - making your
before-tai doNars work now
toward your retirement -
still apply. Remember, under
ihe Keogh plan, you pay no
taxes on principal, interesrof
dividends until you retire
and withdraw the money.
Of course, your tax braCket
will probably be tower at
that time.
If a mini-Keogh plan soun-
ds like a possibility for you,
let's talk_
4) iNTEGON"





Ever get tired of doing ini••ittess with a firm who i.
doing von a favor, when I hey sell to von? Let iN




120 South ,ftli St. 41 I 15 Soulh.:trh I.
Paducah. hms. . Mittryti,. Ks.
l'hunc:112-93:3 I 753-1 763
MARSHALL ff11 A1.I.: 527-1h21
Major medical benefits
are designed to provide
coverage for large unpre-
dictable expenses and help
pay for virtually- all kinds
of health car* prescribed
by a physician. Benefits go
for the cost of treatment




nursing home care and for
many other health care
, needs.
All Insurance Agents
are about alike - un-
til you have a- clam.
'Host insurante -agents
look pretty much alike
But some work for only
one «imparts while
others (like tag are in-
dependent worting only
for you
An agent working for
one toMpany Must
satisfy the , company. If
he doesn't his lob 111.1$
be in leopards.
With us we must
...gosh, only you Ii the in-
surance compans
doesn't make good they
will lose all our business.
not lust sours So they
tint afford fo cross
either of us up.
Hoss, does this work












maximum benefit levels of
$5,000 or $10,000. But the
trend has been to increase
the maximum to keep pace
with rising health coits. A
1970 industry study of
group major medical
policies showed that 15 per
cent of insured persons had
maximum benefit levels of
$50,000 or more. By 1973,




We ao our parr, •
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Murray Errors Fatal As
Clarksville Takes Win
,14-14,ing, sonic sort of
:.ceord for the most errors in X
season, the Murrsy
A Lier ican Legion team
,h-opped a • 7-4 game, at
clarksville Friday night and
weiy more than charitable to
their hosts. -
Murray made 'eight errors
in the game but they were
rather non-instrumental since
the locals were outhit 8-2 by
Blip Thurman started on the
71i)und for Murray and pulled
:insult,. He left the hill with
the Niscs loaded.and nobody





Michael Wilkins - was
i'ecipitly awarded the Most
Valuable Camper trophy at
the _annual basketball clinic
f  - -4r-s4--1-krou-g-tr-foirrtir
graders at qurray State
'University. •-•
The boys drilled in eight
' different categories of
basketbIll technique, in-




Wilkihs earned 16 first-place
ribbons, two 'second-place
ribbons, and was . named the
lay-up champ-during the five-
day competition.
He'is the 10-year-old son of.
Mr. and Mrs.- Tommy Wilkins.
• ' • grandson-of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wilkins,
Fhlsotndale.
Clarksville managed to get
two runs in the frame but both
were charged to Thurman.
Murray then countered with
four runs in the top of the
second to stake righthander
Tommy Chavis to a 4-2 lead.
With one out, Kim Sims
walked and stole second He
scored to make irs-rfgaine
when Bill Wilson singled. Brad
Taylor singed to put runners -
on first and third for Bob
Thurman who tied the game
with a sacrifice fly.
After walks to Chavis- and
Jeff Oakley left the bases,
loaded, Alan Gibbs reached on
.an error and two runs scored.
giving Murray a very short-
lived 4-2 lead.
Clarksville got one in the
• third and one in the fourth to
tie the game before scoring
two in the fifth to go ihead to
stay.
Chatls took the loss, his first
of the year _after four con-
secutive wins. All five of the
runs off Mavis were unear-
ned.
Murray falls to 10-12 and
will play at Union City Sunday
for a pair. The next _home_
game will be in Holland
Stadium Tuesday night when
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Denver Broncos have signed
starting receiver Rick
Upchurch and middle line
backer Richard Baska to new
contracts, reducing the
number of Broncos veterans
. who have not signed to seven.
Upchurch; the NFL's punt
return champion last season,
agreed to a series of three-one
year cagtracts.
Among the veterans of the
Denver team who remain
„unsigned are linebackers
—Randy Gradishar and—Joe
Rizzo and wide .receiver
Haven Moses.
AWARD WINNERS— Improvement awards wore given out Friday in the final day of the two
-
week free clinic sponsored and conducted by the MTA. Loft to right ore Hunt Smo
ck of the MTA,
Leslie Foster, Mark Doran and Edwina Simmons of tits MTA. Todd Laws
on, onothar award whiner,
was not present.
(Stuff Kees by Mho ireedIss)
Bucs Rally To Defeat Phils
In Fight-Filled Game Friday.
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
_- 14 seemed—more -like a
hockey game involving the
Philadelphia Flyers than a
baseball contest with the
Phillies.
But Friday's fight-filled
game- in Pittsburgh was
' played on a diamond with bats
and balls, not on ice with
sticks and pucks.
The Pirates rallied from a 7-
3 deficit -to defeat the Phillies
8-7 on a bases-loaded walk to
Jim Fregosi in the bottom of
the ninth but much of the
action took place between the
mound and home plate. Two
separate brawls in which_
-three- Phillies were ejected
highlighted the contest.
One out after Pittsburgh
hurler Bruce - Kisori
surrendered a two-run homer'
to Garry Maddox to put the
Phils ahead 4-3 in the seventh,
Kison plunked Philadelphia
slugger ?tike Schmidt on the
back with an 0-2 fastball.
Schmidt took offense to being
hit and headed for the mound(
where he threw a roundhouse
right that missed Kison. Both
benches.emptied -and Schmidt
was ejected.
After Schmidt's punch 
misSea—iLs -target, massive
Phillies' outfielder Greg
Luzinski tackled Kison and
Pirates catcher Ed ,Ott, a
former high, school football
star, tackled Schmidt. - 
In the bottom of the eighth,
hostilities erupted again when
Tug McGraw, hit Willie
Stargell on the shoulder.
Stargell headed for the mound
and both benches emptied
again. No punches were
thrown and McGraw and
Philadelphia Manager Danny
Ozark 'were ejected.
The Pirates tied the game
with a four-run rally in ,the
eighth keyed by run-scoring
singles by 'Ott, Phil Garner,
and Dave Parker.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Cincinnati topped
Houston 8-5, Chicago edged St.
Louis 7-6, Montreal took a 5-4
decision from New York, Los.
Angeles beat San Diegb 5-3
and San Francisco defeated
Atlanta 3-2. - ,
Reds 8, A:stros 5
George Foster slimmed his
24th homer and knocked in his
80th run this season in the
Reds' triumph. Foster's 80
-RBI have come in 80 games, a
pace that doesn't impress the
Cincinnati star very much.
"There's no special feeling
about having 80 RBI in 80
games," said Foster. '1 did it
quicker thiiyéar but the main
thing is to go out there and
help the team
Cubs 7, Cardinals 6
A. three-run eighth inning
rally- brought the Cubs from
behind against St. Louis. The
eventual winning run scored
on Cardinal second baseman
Mike Tyson's throwing error
but the key play of the inning
was- a balk call against St.
Louis reliever Clay Carroll.
.Carroll came on with the
bases loaded and oue out and
St-. Louis ahead 5-4. With a 2-2
count on Manny Trillo, third
base umpire Bruce
Froemming called a balk on
Carroll and the tying run
crossed the plate.
• Expos 5, Mets 4
The Expos survived a ninth-
inning uprisidtbfilieMets to
hand New York its ninth loss
in a row, the longest winless
streak for the Mets since 1945.
After Bruce Boisciair got
the-Mets- within a run with a
pinch-hit, two-run homer in
the 'ninth, Santo Alcala and
Bill Atkinson combined to
walk the - bases loaded.
Atkinson then got -John
Stearns to fly to left to end the
L•aine.
Dodgers 5. Padres 3
Dusty Baker and Steve
Yeager• slammed home runs
to back the five-hit pitching of
Burt Hooton. 1100t041, 6-3, won
his fourth straight game
despite surrendering a two-
run homer to Dave Kingman. 
'Bird' Gets Wings Clipped
By White Sox; Yankees Win
By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Writer
It was another night for the
birds in Detroit, but Mark
'The Bird' Fidrych got his tail
salted.
The usual "Bird Watching"
crowd of 45,993 showed up at
Tiger Stadium Friday night
expecting to see Big Bird fly.
What they got instead was a
tornado warning, a torrential
rain storm and a 10-7 defeat at
the hands of the red-hot
Chicago White Sox.
Fidrych delivered 97 pitches
in just 52-3 innings andtgave
up 11 hits and six runs.
"I just didn't have it," last
year's American League
Rookie of the Year said.
It marked Fidrych's second
straight disappointing outing.
He lost to Baltimore July 4,
when he also was unable to get
through the sixth inning.
Jorge Orta led the White Sox
attack against Fidrych as he
drove in five runs with two
singles and a double as the
American League West-
leading Sox won their eighth
consecutive game.
After the 1:15 rain delay, the
Sox jtonped on Tiger relief
pitcher Jim Crawford for four
runs in the seventh. Lamar
Johnson opened with a double
and scored on Spencer's
single. Soderholm then singled
and Bannister walked to load
,the bases. Orta followed with a
Taases-clearing double to give
the Sox a 10-5 lead.
Steve Kemp hit his Ilth
home run of the season for the
Tigers.
Yankees 7, Orioles 5
Thurman Munson and Graig
Nettles each hit a home run
and combined for seven runs
batted in as the Yanks won
their fourth consecutive game
and snapped a seven-game.
Baltimore winning streak.
The victory extended New
York's lead in the American
League East to two games
over third place _Baltimore.
Munson broke a 2-2 with his
12th home run of the season in
the third, while Nettles
blasted his 17th homer in the
ninth to give the Yankees
some breathing room.
Indians 11, Toronto 5
Larvell Blanks rapped two
home runs -driving in five runs
and Dennis Eckersley pitched
a six-hitter as Cleveland
snapped a three-game losing
streak.
Blanks capped a five-run
fifth inning With a three-run
homer and followed that with
a two-run shot in the seventh.
The homers were his fourth
and fifth of the season.
Sam Ewing and Al Woods
homered for the Blue Jays.
Royals 6, A's 2
Dennis Leonard fired a six-
hitter and tied a club record -
by striking out 13 batters and
the Royals exploded for five
runs in the fourth dining in
winning their fourth straight
. game and handing Oakland
their sixth loss in a row.
Leonard walked one ,nd
struck out 13, as he improved
his record to 7-9. The 13
strikeouts tied the club record
held by Steve Busby.
Rangers 9, Angels 5
Texas took advantage of
seven walks by California's
Nolan Ryan in less than three
innings and coasted to their
third straight victory.
The fire-balling Angels
righthander, - hoping 'to
establish a major league
record by striking out 10 or
more batters for the 98th time,
couldn't finck qv...plat& in the
first inning. He walked four
batters before Juan Beniquez
delivered a two-out two-run
double.
Bobby Bonds smashed his
17th homer of the season for
the Angels and drove in two
runs while Ike Hampton
knocked in the other three
Angels' runs. '
Mariners 13, Twins 11
Lee StanV5n slugged a three-
run homer and drove in five
runs and Bill Stein batted in
four more runs with a pair of
homers as Seattle outlasted
Minnesota.
Little League Crown To
Be Determined Tonight
The Pirates wrapped up the second half title in the Little
League Friday night with a 21-8 win over the Cubs in a game
called after three and one-half innings of play. —
With the win, the Pirates are 6-1 on the second half and-11-3
overall. The Cubs are 1-6 and 3-11.
The Pirates and Twins both had identical second hall
marks but since the Pirates won in a second half meeting, the
teams will play tonight for the league title.
The contest will begin at 7p.01.
The Pirates scored 13 runs injhe second to make the game
a run-away. Eddie Burgess had a three-run homer in the in-
ning for the Pirates.
Craig Darnell paced the Pirate attack with four hits and
five RBI's while Steve McDougal and David Whitten each ,
had two hits. Also hitting safely were ̀Rodney -Key, Burgess,
Brian White and Danny Actions.
For the Cubs, Tom Whitlow had two hits while Diana Dun-
can, Billy Collins, Mike Davis and James Kendall each had
one hit. . • • - - --
Brad Lyons got credit for the win on thnound for the
Pirates.
In the other contest, the A's and the Oa* both finished at
5-9 for the season as the A's won 11-3.
For the second half, the A's were 2-5 while the Cards were
1-6.
Russell Garland went the distance of five innings on the hill
for the A's and got the win. He struck out seven and walked
three.
The A's scored six times in the first frame as Garland
drove in two with a single and Kra ?Wheaten picked up an
RBI with a single.
- For the A's, Garland, Harry Weatherly, John Smelser,
, Kelly Calvin, Allbritten and Jimmy Kelly all had one hit. For
the Cards, Wade Smith, David Seaford, David Denham, Jim-
my Parrish and Randy Scarborough had one hit.
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Drawing each night for $500.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount wilt be
added to next night's drawings.
July 11-16, 1977
at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
MONDAY, JULY 11, 1977
5:00 P.1.-4-II Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M.-Official Opening











MONDAY, RAY 11, 1977
5:00 4-H Rabbit ShOw
7:00 P.M. — Official Opening
7,00 P.M. --=4-Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12,1977
10:00 A.M. — Jersey Cattle Show
• 7:00 P.M. — Demolition Derby
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1977
10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. --:- Open Rabbit Show
5:00 P.M.;— Family Night
7:00 P.M. — All American Rough.Riders
Fire Works
THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977
1:00 P.M. — Kiddies Day.
6:00 Pt.'-L 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P.M. — Horse & Mule-Pull
FRIDAY, JULY15,1977
10:00 A.M. — Be4f•Cattle shows
7:00 P.M..— Music Show
'SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1977
10:00 A.M. — Hog Show
10:00 A.M. — Farm Bureau Day




































































AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) — It
was a Tournament of
Champions. Now it could be
billed air a Substitution
Classic, or Tournament of i a
few) Champions.
This eight-man event at the
nearby World of Tennis, which
„is part of a uniquely
formulated tournament, has
lost five players to injuries.
First Arthur Ashe had an eye
injury and was replaced by
John Alexander ...
Martin subbed for Manuel
Orantes Cliff Richey
replaced Tony Roche ... and
second-stringer Martin bowed
out to Phil Dent.
And then Friday, the biggest
champion of them all, No. 1-
ranked Jimmy Connors, re-




final opponent, Dick Stockton
of Carrollton, Tex., advanced
by default to Sunday's
semifinal.
In Friday's matcheg, Harold
Solomon of Pompano Beach,
Fla., relying on his two-fisted
backhand, whipped England's
Mark Cox 6-3, 6-3 and Dent of
Australia outlasted New
Zealander Onny Parun 6-5, 5-6,
6-4, Solomon and Dent played
today to determine wv-) meets
Stockton in the final of this
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%barbers wise hove net
received bar iscame-deivered
copy of The Alarm Ledger
Ti.,. by 5:30 p. m. Moeda-
Friday
.
 a by 330 p. a
Seesaw ore aged to tea
753.1916 beam, 5:30 p. et.
end 6 p. a.. Morakry-Friday,
or 3:30 p. Ind 4p. a.
Seterthrys, to lasers delivery
of tbe newspaper. Calls must
I. pieced by 6p. et. week-
day' or I p. Satertleys to.
'aureate* delivery.
BEGINNERS—The youngsters who were enrolled es Weimer: in the MTA were top row,
left to right, Mickey Cochran, instructor, Mitzi McDoegal, M&ii Wilkins, Kelly Humphreys, Lisa
Farris, Jill Humphreys, Elizabeth Oakley, Angel Adams and Candy Jackson. Front row, Chris Nix,
Mart Doran, Ward Simmons, Scott Nix, Gine Herndon, Lowy Farris, Lee Nokombe and Leslie
Foster.
(Staff /beta by Alike ersatte)
— •
INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS—Those intermediate players who received two week
s of free in-
struction at the MTA Clinic were to row, left to right, Carel Dick, instructor, Ma
rk °robin?, in-
structor, Catherine Dick, instructor, Patti McIntosh, Louis Timmerman, Kim 
Baker, Jennie Smith,
Teresa Dick and Mimi Winchester. Front row, Marcia Ford, Michelle Ford, Ki
m William, Lisa




The first portion of this
event was played last March
at the World of Tennis.
Veteran Ken Resewall
Australia won that eight-man
segment and will face the
winner of SUriday's match in a
nationally televised final at
New York's Madison Square
Garden Sept. 16. The winners'
purse is $60,000. -
Connors was heavily
favored to.:,advance to the
match- against Rosewall,
especially after his prime
opponents fell by the Wayside
because of injuries, but in a
Friday practice session with
Richey, he hurt his thumb
again. World- of Tennis
spokeswoman JoAnn King
,said Connors' agent advised
tournament officials Friday
night of the tennis 'star's
decision to leave.
Mrs. King said they were
told Connors flew to his
Belleville, Ill., home for
treatment of the thumb, which





The Reds beat the Cubs 16-6
and the...Yanits held off /the
Astros 44 in Kentucky League
action here last night.
- David West-streekintitseven
Cub batters in picking up the
win for the Reds while- Tracy
Burkeen struck out. six -in the
losing effort- foc the Cubs..
Leading hitter for the Reds
was David Burris with 3 While
West, Shane Guthrie and Jeff
Dowdy added two hits and
Rusty Wright, Tony Beale and
Tyler Prince had one hit each.
Burkeen was the safe hitter
for the Cubs with two and
Quinton Prescott added one
In the nightcap, Allen
MrClard struck. out eight
batters in his winning effort on
the-mound for the Yanks while
John McFerron struck out ten
batters for tile Astros.
Leading hitter for the Yanks
was Mark West with two while
Mark Waldrop, McClard and
Kelly Steely each added one.
Four Astros had one ._hit
apiece; John Mark Potts,
Todd Ross, Chris Darnell and
McFerron.
Donna Caponi Young In
 Lead At LPGA Tour Stop
By MARVIN R. PIKE
AP Sports Writer
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) —
Donna Caponi Young says she
plays her best golf in -hot
weather. "I like it hot."
She didn't get soaring
temperatures Friday, but her
putter turned red hot as she
struck for seven birdies —
four in a row — to post a five-
under-par 68 in the first-round






the opening of his
office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
. on Monday, July 11
915 Coldwater Rd.
753-9479
Roar*: Nen. I Wet 1-5 IS-11 p.m.
Tail Fri. - 1-12 1-5 p.m.
Sat. - 1-12  1
Her finish at the par-73,
Locust Hill Country Club was
two strokes better than the 70
turned in by Kathy Lintiey of
Scotch Plains. N.J., a winner
of ,only 82.134 in. 13 LPGA
tournaments this year.
Sally Little, Carol Mann,
Marilynn Smith and Jo Ann
Washam were next with 71s,
followed by Sandra Burns,
Mary Lou Crocker, Patty
'Hayes, Debbie Massey and
.1tidy Rankin with 72.§.
-I'm the kind of player who
starts slow, and it takes me
until summer to get rolling,"
said Mrs. Young.
Because of two days of
thunderstorms that soaked the
course, the 91 pros and six
amateurs started their round
on the back nine. Tournament
officials wanted to allow the
well-watered front nine to dry
out.
Mrs. Young parred her first
four holes, then bogied the
14th when she missed an eight-
foot putt.
She got the stroke back with
--a bit-die on the 15th and
duplicated the six-foot putt on
• the 17th for another birdie.
Thtee putts on the 11th gave
her a second bogie.
di
MTA: Transit Authority For
Aspiring Young Tennis Buffs
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If Mel Purcell were asked to
stun up his tennis career in a
song title, it Would have to be
simply: "I Did it My Way."
When Mel Purcell was seven
or eight years-old and just
beginning his tennis career,
there was little help. The only
encouragement he received
was, that from his father,
Benuie, who had taken uplhe
game around the same time.
We all know the success
story of Mel Purcell* how this
summer he's traveling around
the country, playing on the
Junior Davis Cup Team. We
know about how for the past
two summers, he's traveled
Europe, using tennis as the
vehicle.
But through all of those
early years, Mel Purcell did it
his way. He practiced his way,
he and .his family spent
literally thousands of dollars
on meals, transportation,
motels, equipment, etc.
Tennis is not a cheap game.
The junior tennis program
in Murray, and Mel Purcell
has played a big part in
helping others to get started,
is as strong as can be found
anywhere in Kentucky.
Purcell started his trip down
the long road and found
success.. Others are just
beginning that .road. But for
them, that road can be a little
easier, thanks to a devoted
group of tennis players .and
fans in the Murray area. -
The group, calls itself the
Murray .Tennis Association. It
is a sanctioned organization
arid is a member of the
Kentucky Tennis Association
and the Southern Tennis
Association.
The group formed this past
March and officers were
elected and a membership
committee was appointed.
The main objective for the
summer season was a free




The Pirates- claimed the -
championship in the Park
League by taking a 24-23 win
over the second-place Yanks
as the season came to a close
Friday evening. -
In the other contest, the
Cards won 23-19 over the
Astros.
Darrell Rogers carried the
big stivii for the champion
Pirates as he clubbed three
homers in the contest. All of
the homers were over the
fence.
For the Pirates, Chris
Padgett and Alan Gothra'n had
four hits apiece while Chris
JacksOn, Rogers, Phil Bryan.
Ben Bogard and Brad
&broader hadthree hits. With
two hits were ,Chris
David McDowell and Mark
McDougal while
Alexander. 'David Edards




anks, who close their
season, at 11-3 and two games
behind the 13-1 Pirates, got •
four hits from Bill Maddox
and Tnny Robinson. One
Robinson's hits was a
homerun. David Lusk arid
Mike Muehleman had three
Nils while Scott Wells, Jimmy
Baker, Aaron 13arrett, John
Morris and Tim Greer had •
hits. With one hit were Jerry
Eldridge. Troy Litchford.
• Trice Seargent and
Easley.
In the second game. Ii,.•
Cards closed their season
10-4 with their win over th,' ;-
10 Astros.
For the Cards, l;
Mikulcik, Chuck Baker, 1,
Adkins, Jody Speight. Scot
Lewis and David Outland
had four hits while Jeff Sr -
Chad Lawson and
Bohannon had three. sh'itl! •
hits were Ed Hendon and
Winchester, Adkins -bal.} t•
game's only homer.
For the Astros, Mitch
Eric Knott and M,0-,'
Whitaker all had four
while Jay Thompson, Mar..
Galloway and Carl Kees:.
had three hits. With two ht-
were Charles Hampton. Ch,
Burp?, Sean Ross and Duqk
Darnell while David S-
and Eric FRivre had one hit
Players in Murray and
Callbway County.
To help meet the costs of the
clinic and of other expenses
incurred by the Murray
Tennis Association, the group
did two things: first, they
organized a scrambles tenni',
tournament.
That tournament ,was held
last weekend and raised ap-
proximately $175 for use in the
MTA's programs for junior
tennis players.
Second, memberships were
sold. It costs just 810 to
becorne a member of the
Murray Tennis Association
and thus far, over 40 persons
and business establishments
have joined.
Needless to . say, the fund-
raising tourney held last
weekend went/just. fine. In
fact, plans are to hold another
mixed scrambled tournament
in September and hopefully,
double the field of last week's
tourney which had . 16 teams
playing in championship and
consolation bracket play.
The first annual clinic for
local junior tennis players
began June 27. It ended
yesterday. To say it was a
success would be as much as
an understatement as it would
be to say Billy Carter has an
occasional nip or two.
• There were a total of 74 .
youngsters who. Signed up for
the tennis clinic. The cost to
the youngsters: an hour of
their time each day. As a
- matterof fact, even the tennis
balls 'Were furnished.
The clinic was set up for
players between the.. ages of
eight and 18- but- mosrof the' -
participants were between the
ages of eight and 10, which is
simply fantastic because to be
good, a youngster needs to
start the game at an early age.
Had Mel Purcell not had the
initiative to start playing on
'his own and along with his
father and Ron Underwood,
and to go around and hunt for
some competition, Mel
Purcell would be staying here
Murray -this summer
instead of being a .member of
the United States junior Davis
Cup Team. •
In fact, Mel Purcell would
have missed out on a lot of
things.
Now one thing must- be
remembered: Not - -every
youngster who attended the
clinic sponsored by the MTA is
going to be a Mel Purcell.
Frankly, for a town the size of
Murray, it may be a hundred
years or so before another Mel
Purcell comes around again.
But, who knows?
For one thing, the MTA will
be having a tournament for its
junior players July 30 and 31.
The tourney will be sanc-
tioned which, of course,
means that players will be
able • to count the tourney
toward a ranking.
But perhaps the best thing is
yet to come. Any youngster
who plans on' playing at the
Kentutky State Closed Tennis
Tournament later this month
in Richmond will not have to
pay for his . way,
The Murray Tennis
Association will be payiag for
entry fees and transportation
to the tourney.
In addition, the MTA will be
out some money for an ex-
pense of gratitude. Six junior
.players„, Mickey Cochran,
Catherine Dick, Carol Dick,
Candy Jackson, Mark
Overbey and Mile Cappock all
helped in the clinic over the
past two weeks.
They will be treated to a
dinner at DeVanti's Monday
nigfit to show the appreciation
by the MTA of the many hours
the six players put in, helping
other youngsters in their
tennis game.
With the support of business
and community, there is no
limit to what the MTA can
accomplish. And the MTA
represents youth, need we say
more?
sports.
Miierray Ledger 8z Times
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Nicklaus And Watson
Square Off In British
By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer .
TURNBERRY, Scotland
i AP I — "I felt like I waS in the
middle of a World Series,"
said Tom Watson after 8,000
golf-crazy Scots had given him
and Jack Nicklaus a roaring
welcome on Turnberry's 18th
creen.
It was the halfway poiat in a
classic head-to-head battle as
the two stars burned up the
Ailsa Course with scores of
65— five-under-Par -- and
-- contended for-the lead in the'
British Open Championship.
They were all ready to take
up the argument again in the
fourth and final round today.
ThAy were clear joint leaders,'
seVen-under-par for three
rounds, and paired together
again for the final charge.
Even in this country where
golf is the all-important thing
in life, Friday's duel was
phenomenal. ., - .
7The -rivals began the -day
level. Nicklaus shot five
birdies and •erit two strokes,....si





Club will hold an open tennis
tournament July 23 and 24 at
Ruff Park in Hopkinsville.
Play will -be held in men's
singles and doubles and in
women's singles and doubles.
The entry fee will be three
dollars per person for one
event and five dollars per
person for two events. Tennis
balls will be furnished.
For an entry form. write the
Hopkinsvilte Racquet Chub at
Pt) Box 1056, Hopkinsville,
Ky., 4224Q. For additional
information, , contact Glenn
Carter at 885-6251
The deadline for entering
the tournament is July 16.
catch him at the 14th and 15th
holes.
Even the two .stars
themselves agreed it was a
supershow.
"It was a good exhibition,"
said Nicklaus. "You seldom
see two' players going round a
course together and both
playing so well. I was trying to
make it a- one-man
tournament. He was.trying to
make it a one-man
tournament.
"In the end we made it a_
two-man tournament. It is fun
to be involved in a thing like
this."
But both had better watch
out for Ben Crenshaw, who.
came creeping up behind
therii at the end of the day.
Nicklaus and Watson had 203
totals and Crenshaw was at
206 after four birdies on the
inward nine for a 66.
Roger MatIbie, Gaylord
Burrows and Britain's
Tommy Horton were tied for
fourth at 209. Johnny Miller
shot 67 to tie Lee Trevino, who
had a 72,-at 210, seven shots off
the pace:
The day had all the drama
Scottish golf fans could wish
for, including a violent
Scottish thunderstorm which
halted play for 25 minutes.
This is a course without trees.
But as jagged forks of
lightning hit the rocky coast
beside Turnberry, tournament
officials told the golfers to stop
playing and run for safety.
Nicklaus and Watson took
refuge in a car.
"We talked to each other—
about golf, about everything,"
Watson said. "We are not
Zombies. We didn't do a Ben
Hogan out there."
Hogan, notorious for his
silent relations with
opponents, won this title at
Carnoustie, on the other side
of Scotland, in 1953. Since then
'Nicklaus has won'it twice on
Scottish courses--at Muirfield
in 1966 and at St. Andrews in
1970. Watson won it at
Carnoustie in 1975. '
Nicklaus, and Watson
reached the ninth fairway
when the thunderstorm broke.
They finished that hole in pars
before seeking shelter, with
Nicklaus two strokes ahead.
They resumed playing on a
course glistening with
raindrops after a week of
scorching sunshine, and
immediately played some of
the greatest golf of the round.
Today- 64 players,- with-
three-round totals of 221 nd
better, went into the fourth
round.
Baseball At A Glance I
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
York 48 35 .578 —
Boston 45 34 :570 1
Balt 46 37 .554— 2
Cleve 38 40 .487 741
Milwkee 38 43 .469 9
Detroit 36 45 .444 11
Toronto 30 51 .370 17
West
'Chicago 48 32 .608 --
Minn 46 37 .554 3'-2
K.C. 44 36 .550. 4
Texas .., 40 41 .494 8-2
Calif 39 40 .494 8kt
Oakland 34 47 .420 14br
























47 33 .588 4
43 38 .531 8',2
44 39 .530 8'1
38 43 .469 la...41
31 .51 .378 21
West
56 27 .675 —
45-•, 35 .563 91-2
37 47 .440 19"/
36 48 429 201/2
35 51 .407 2262
30 52 366 251-2
COAL VALLEY. Ill. —
Victor Regulado fired a five-
under-par 66 for a two-round
total of 133 and was tile leader
in the clubhouse at the
halfwayipoint of the weather-
plagued second round in the
$125.000 Quad Cities Open Golf,





The water heater accounts for about 15 per cent of your total 
elec-
tric bill. To help you lower the ,cost of heating water, we 
offer the
following suggestions.
I. Whentyou build or remodel, place the water heater nearest the point of greatest
hot water use. to some cases, two smaller water heaters in separate locations wild
be best.
2. Insulate the pipes to prevent heat loss.
3. Set the thermostat at about 150 degrees. •
4. Stop leaky faucets. Usually, a new washer does it. Even the slowest hot water
leak will eventually add up, costing money for the water arld for the electricity to
make it hot.
5. Take showers instead of baths. Ad average shower requires half the water of a
bath. 
•
6. Whether washing one spoon or a full service for eight, the dishwasher uses about
the same amount of water and electric4tWash only a full load and you'll save
tricity and hot water=..- • 
. _ .




















A Deep Baby N stirring up the Kentucky Lake water
stirred up a stringer of 10 bass for Fred Kemp of Murray.
Fred caught these last weekend.
Photo Courtesy Murray Bait Co.
181 Deer Mint .
Applications a Available
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Applications are now
available for tpe one-day
quota hunts for '',.vhite-tailed_
deer set for Land Between The
Lakes in November.
Hunts wIlts-Ist, held in the
Kentucky sector of the TVA's
170,000-acre public area
November 7, 11, 16, and 19 and
in the Tennessee portion
November 8, 12, 14, and 17,
with a Special Youth Hunt in
both states November 5. 3
.- _Completed applications
must be at The Land Between
The Lakes office by 4:30 p. m.,
August 10, 1977, (!ir post-
marked by midnight August
10, 1977. Tlifs is a new deadline
for return of the applications
and hunters should take
special note to comply.
Each -application must be
filled out completely. Ap-
plications are available at any
one of the three information
points in Land Between The
Lakes and at Center Station.
-. Applications and general
hunting .information on
hunting and regulations. can
be obtained by writing or
calling RESOURCE
MANAGEmENi , WA' Land
Between The Lakes, P. 0. Box
HA-77, Golden Pond, Ken-
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Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Toke 94 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn roghf on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery 'fake





We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S Situ Moony, Ky. 753-1640
b.
Lofe
'y 1ihFrrflrn and others- who entoy the
Stith Saw Outdoor Editor
Sportsman's Journ
Our friend Bill McLemore
dropped by to give us an up-
date on the rockfish stocking
program. Bill is the regional
fisheries biologist for the
Dept. of Fish 81 Wildlife
Resources. According to his
figures '-Barkley Lake has
received a total of 266,000 P."
i-ockfisti during the month of
June -While Kentucky Lake
was stocked with 194.200 Pe"
rockfish. The rockfish
program has been a "pet" for
fisheries director Charles
Rowers and it is hoped the
rockfish take hold and offer
the lakes anglers a lot of ac-
tion fishing in the future.
Several 15.25 pound rockfish
have already been caught in
the lakes and below the darns.
A lung and tiresome trip
back from Northwestern Ohio
yesterday morning was
highlighted by wildlife ac-
tivity down on the Trace at
Land Between The Lakes
during those wee early
morning' hours. My first en-
counter was with the masked
bandit himself, the coon. He
was sitting along side the road
admiring something and
paying little to me when I
slowed down to observe him a
little closer. I saw several
deer, 17 in all, and about half
of them were small bucks with
developing antlers. I even saw
a couple of foxes at different
locations. Then I came across
something I have always
heard about but had never
seen until then. I slowed the
iown and gently swerved
.the car around what I thought
v.as.a heavy stick in the road.
:1.e stick moved, though, and
:riad to go back and see what
-Aas. When the car lights
,,..,ied on the "stick" as I
.ipproached from the other
-,,fe,it was still moving. There
twfore me was the very first
thick-bodied rattle snake I had
at Land Between The
Lakes. I watched with interest
the snake finished his trip.
ross the road and into the
crass. Good ridence.
For those who haven't
,dready sent in their ap-
plications for the deer hunt at
fidllard County Wildlife
Nlanagement Area should do




UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
The cloak of night always
lends an aura of mystery to
the calls and sounds Made by
nocturnal birds and animals,
- and no *sound is more titilla-
tive than. that made by an
amorous American wood-
cock.
ground to the accompani-
ment of a high, whistling
snind produced by the bi.r0
stiff, narrow primary wing
feathers beating the air, it
would spud -up- for as high as
300 feet from the ground.
Then the sound suddenly
ceased, and irfter what
seemed to be a moment's
pause, there was a darting,
During the spring months
this wonderful little game
bird, known to . some as a
snipe and to others as a
"whangdoodle", haunts low-
lying pasturefields where the
soft moist soil rnak.es it easy
for its lung slender bill to
probe for its fare of earth-
worms.
It IS here in these. lowland
areas where it carries on its
zcsiassship and, in the process,
performs its remarkable, in-
triguing dance in the sky.
As can be recalled, this
"whangdoodle" ritual was a
common springtime occur-
rence in a pasturefield just
across the road from the
writer's old home high up on
the North Fork River. As
remembered from boyhood..
days, the cermony always
began at sunset and started
out on the ground.
First; one nearer "peent,
peent,• peent" repeated. over
and over as a preliminary to
the next action, which was a
wild rush in4o the sky.
Taking off from the
zig-Lagging, headlong descent
to the ground. The return was
as musical as the ascent, only
different. As the bird pitched
from the sky, it uttered a
clear, twittering warble -a
sweet, wild sound that once
heard can never-lw forgotten.
On this return flight. Me
woodcock always came down
near the spot from which it
The winners of the 7-11 age group in the Union Car-
bide Junior Fishing Tournament were: (front row, l-r)
Debbie Mollenkarrip and Leslie Travis; (back row, 1-r) Joe
Pottenger, John Truitt, and Garry Hall. The tournament
svAs4sold recently at Camp Energy in Land Between The
Lakes; TVA's 170,000-acre public outdoor demon-
stration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
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John Cree Little 'Un took the "-Top Puppy' Award for owners Jody Lassiter (left) and
his father Jerry (center) at the Ohio Valley -Field Tral Grcuit's Top Dog of the Year
Banquet. Pictured on the right is Jerry Don Butler who scouted the dog this year. The
dog's sire is Ferrel Miller's grand champion, Miller's Happy Choice the dam is Jon
Cree Dutchess. -
New MIA Enforcement Head Named
Frankfort, Ky., July 1 — R.
W. "Twister" Garrison has
been named the director of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources' Division
of Law Enforcement, fish and
wildlife Commissioner Arnold
Mitchell announced today.
Garrison replaces A.. H.
arose, and the "peenting" was
at once reslimed as a prelimi-
nary to another round in the
sky.
Where the female . wood-
cock remained during these
nuptial rituals is not known.
Perhaps she stayed in hiding
in a nearby clump of grass or
sawbriars until the courting
gyrationS were over and then
came out to complete the
mating process. Having spied
on this little creature's
amours from a_place of con-
cealment many times, only
one bird was ever seen on the
spot at a time.
Although considered a
game bird, the woodcock
isn't very good eating. Its diet
of earthworms makes it too
garusy in taste for most. The
think to de with a woodcock
is to listen for it in spring.
Certainly,, anyone who has
ever observed its sky dance
would neser think of shoot-
ing it down for meat.
Henson, who recently retired
after 30 years with the fish and
wildlife department.- -
A native of Adair County,
Garrison joined the depart-
ment of fish and wildlife in
1954 as the conservation of-
ficer for Russell County. He
later worked as a con-
servation education super-
visor for the department
before becoming district
supervisor for the third
wildlife district (Jefferson And
surrounding counties) in 1957.
He has been assistant
director of the law en-
forcement division since June,
1970. • .
In announcing the ap-
pointment, Commissioner
Mitchell expressed his con-
fidence in Garrison's abilities,
stating that "the new director
has held every fifth and
wildlife law enforcernent job
in the commonwealth and has
performed excellently at all of
them. He is well acquainted
with the problems facing the
officer in the field and is a
capable administrator as
well."
Garrison said that he hopes
he can adequately' fill the
shoes of his predecessor, "a
man known throughout the
Southeast for his dedication to
-fish and wildlife law en-
forcement."
The appointment is effective
July 1. '
43 POUND GROUPfR—Jimmy Garland of Murray,
caught a 43 pound grouper during a recent trip to
Florida with several other Murray residents. The grouper
was the largest fish caught during a 4-day fishing seige in •
the Gulf of Mexico. Jimmy is a Patrolman for TVA at
Land Between the Lakes.
Must Motor For Performance
Today, a person in the
market for a new outboard
boat is able to put together a
rig that is literally customized
for his special requirements.
He can choose from among
hundreds of boat models; arid
then select exactly the right
outboard for it and for the
performance he desires.
But everyone has to
remember that with so many
boats and motors available,
some judgment needs to be
used to assure that a par-
ticular boat and motor will
work Well together.
Today we have con-
ventional, deep-vee and






I 1440 Ent 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST,Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality IL Quantity Guarenteed
Since this leads to some
variation in hull bottom-
shapes, especially in the keel
area just ahead of where the
motor is installed, there can
be variation in the way the
water flows- back into the
outboard motor's lower unit.
The engineers at Mercury
outboards point out that
sometimes a motor has to be
raised or lowered slightly on
the transom of a boat, to
position its cavitation plate
most advantageously. If too
high, it may not function. If
too. low, there will be more
drag than necessary.
Raising a motor is easily
accomplished by putting a
thin strip of wood on top of the
transom. Lowering is done by
sawing or grinding down the
top edge of the transom. A
good boat repairman can do
this neatly and with no ill
effects on strength or
durability. An experienced
outboard motor mechanic can
usually tell if a motor might
need raising or lowering.
Once on the ..-water, ex-
periment:, with motor trim.
Often moving the adjusting
pin one hole brings marked
improvement in speed, riding
qualities or spray-throwing
characteristics.
Specializing in servicing tires B. 4 W.Q. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
408 N 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
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Qualified Bear Archery Service
T51 MI -Ci.tosoi Si
ea
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S. 1 Four WheelingBy Hoop Brooks
We are indebted to Eddie
Chapman for passing along
his notes as to the occurrences
of the past weekend over at
the annual July 9th four wheel
drive festival at Lesterville,
Missouri. If you crossed the
boondocks with the Ozarks,
Lesteryille is about what you
would find. It's about the size
of Hazel, only maybe smaller.
Somewhere between three and
four thousand folks showed up
for the three days of four-
wheeling.
Attending from the Murray
area were the Hooks, the
Leslies, the Chapmans, the
Adams, the PaschalIs, the
Pittmans, and the Spencers.
The group reached the area on
Friday night and made camp
right on the bank of the river.
Saturday saw a full day of
drag racing, offroad style.
Sherla Adams took 2nd place
in the powder puff division
driving their shortbed Chevy
pickup with the 900 engine:
Billy also placed in the men's
division but not quite as well.
The most popular pasttime
for everyone was driving up
and down the riyer in the four
wheelers. Eddie said that he
thought, everybody made
at least ten trips right by his
trailer on Saturday night. The
Murray' group naturally
decided to join in. Alvis Leslie
led the way in his GMC.truck,
although he was handicapped
somewhat by his cargo which
was rather fragile. Jennifer
Spencer who is soon to become
a mother was sitting in the
back. I have heard the rest of
this story four times from four
folks. Somebody might be
telling the truth.
It seems that big Al mired
up out in the middle of the
river. It wasn't over seven feet
deep according to Al and
Participants in the Union Carbide Junior Fishing Tour-
nament weigh in-their catches at tournament headquar-
ters at Camp Energy. The tournament was held last
weekend at Land Between The Lakes;'Pt/A's 170,000
acre recreation and public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo by Cynthia Easky)
WHAT A TABLE-FULL! — Mark Bucy (left) and James
Smith, both of Murray, show a load of bream and stripes
they hauled in recently.
Photo Courtesy Murray Bait Co.
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses




All merchonike sold of discount &es
•▪ ..ir





maybe under three according
to some others. About this
time some helpful friend
washes up in a. Jeep and falls
in the same hole, complicating
rescue operations. Hooks goes
to work with a Snatchemstrap
trying to exticate the stalled
Jeep. The "sandblaster,"
Dale Spencer is watching
from afar on the bank. He was
informed by his wife that she
wished to join him. Talk about
journalistic camouflage if you
want. I will not write the exact
message.
Anyway Dale wades out
barefooted across the sharp
rocks of the river and carries
his wife to the bank. Hooks
manages to get the other jeep
jerked out only aging the
driver and owner of the
vehicle about fifty-seven
years in the process, not to
rmentiOn leaning him over on
two wheels a few times. Mark
"Peebles" Paschall then
hooks on to Big Al and drags
him out to higher ground. We
understand Laura delivered
the snatchemstrap since Mark
did not wish to get wet. Fur-
thermore,- we understand she
talked to Mark about this
materials.
Selecting the right rod
In most kinds of fishing, rod
"action" is highly important.
"Action" is the flex of a rod,
which depends upon the
rodbuilding material, its taper
and length.
Most rods are rated as
having actions that arg light,
medium-light, medium,
heavy, medium heavy, or
extra-heavy. A rod with
medium-light action would be.
proper for casting light lures
for small fish; a rod with
heavy action would be suited
to casting large lures for big
fish.
A rod should be chosen first
of all for its action. Quality
rods are properly tapered for
the best action. They are of the
correct weight for their size,
and for the type of fishing for
which they are primarily
designed. Finally, quality rods •
have snug ferrules; com-
fortable, well-designed
handles; smooth working,
positive-locking reel seats; a
suitable number of long- -
wearing guides.
In many ways, fishing reds
are like other merchandise..
you get what you pay for.
There are inexperisive_rods on
the market which have ex-
cellent actions and offer yalue
foLthe price, but 4ually it is
wise to purchase the best rod
you can afford. "Brand
name" rods are recom-
mended. Manufacturers
afterward:
Sunday was the running of
the obstacle course. Thidls
occurred just about every
three minutes for the entire
day. Contestants ran just
three minutes apart in the
event. One fellow driving a
new jeep perhaps a little fast
drove off a ten foot high gravel
dropoff, sailed fifty feet in the
air, and landed smack in the
middle of the river. He never
let Ito and just drove right on
out.
A • few of the contestants
turned over. When this hap-
pened they crawled out,
enlisted the aid of the
audience, got the rig, baCk.
upright, and jumped in and
roared off again. All of the rigs
had full cage roll bars which
should be on every four wheel!
drive doing competition type
stunts in our opinion.
Late that afternoor the
women and children rounded
up some floats and went for a
merry ride down the river.
After seeing them make it, the
men decided to join them and
a ten mile excursion floating
down the river occurred.
-There were several spills,
most of which were
engineered carefully by
friends and frequently. It
must have been something.
Get Sherla Adams or Laura
Paschall to tell you about it.
We understand those OSHA
inspired versions of
yesteryears houses. of
meditation were not in the
greatest of abundance. With
having a 'widely recognized,
widely accepted "name" got
their reputations' by
marketing quality rods, at fair
















Top4cal Two pooc• Rod
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226











three thousand people oh
something around one hun-
dred acres that in itself can
lead to some interesting ex-
periences.
The highlight of the festival
was the underwater race.
There were four wheel drives
there that could ford water
over ten feet deep. The driver
stands in the seat and steers
with his feet. He has to dive
wider wator if it becomes
necessary to shift gears. The
fine art of waterproofing an
engine is carried to its fullest
extreme. You see a man's
head and a small piece of pipe
sticking up out of the water is
all. The pipe carries life-
giving air to the carburetor.
Don't try this with a
showroom fresh four wheel
drive to Kentucky Lake. These
boysVere pros.
Sirffice it. to say that
everybody who went had a
great time 'and really enjoyed
the weekend. Fourwheelers
are some of the finest folks on
earth and when they get
together it's always a lot of
fun.
Don* forget the big four
wheel drive pull coming up
Monday night at the county
fair. This is one of the fastest
.growing competitive sports 'in
the country and you owe it to
yourself to see one. These
folks have really got their
stuff together and you will see
some fantastic action- on the




All rods are made up of
about the same components.
They may differ in design, size
and actions, but all have
handles, shafts, guides, reel
Seats_: The accompanying
illustration shows the various




Most rods today are made of
glass, but some of steel and
bamboo are being marketed.
A new rod material is high-
modulus carbon graphite-.
As a rod building raw
material, graphite is in
Awards were given recently in Mayfield at the Top Dog of the Year Banquet of the
Ohio Valley Field Trail Circuit. Winners were, from left to right Miller Country Rip,
"Top All Age," owners - Thomas and Ernie Woodward, Madisonville; Ringo, "Top
Shooting Dog." owner - Guy Sullivan, Mayfield; Miller's Samuel, "Top Derby Dog" -
owners Ferrell and Brad Miller, Lynn Grove; and Jon Cree Little 'Un, "Top Puppy,"
owners - Jerry and Jody Lassiter, Dexter.
About Boat Capacity Mates
You've probably noticed
"eapacity plates" on new
boats displayed at boat Shows'
and Ur salesrooms. These
plates state recommended
maximum horsepotier and
load. They are required by law
on most boats under 20 feet in
length.
The information they give is
intended as a guide to the
purchaser when buying and




A boat's more obvious
measurements like length and
beam are not necessarily a
guide to power requirements.
limited use- due Loth to its
comparatively high cost and
complex processing problems.'
High modulus graphite is
"space age" material which
combines maximum stiffness
with minimiim weight, thus
making possible a wide
variety of actions when
perfeFted.
Solid glass rods are not as
popular as tubulac rods. Solid
rods are heavier, and cannot
have the actions which are
possible with tubular
'fiberglass rods. Orr the other •
hand, 'solid glass rods are.
'sturdy, can take a lot of hard
use, and are and are not as
expensive as tubular rods.
They often fill the need for a
tough serviceable rod that is
moderately priced, for boat or
pierfishing, trolling, or deep
sea fishing.
Rods of tubular glass are
light yet very strong. They can
be broken through
carelessness, but seldom will
one, snap under the normal
stresses of casting or playing
fish.
It would be difficult to find a
better buy than a tubular glass
rod, regardless of type or
manufacture. Any tubular
glass rod...from the least,
expensive 'to premium
grade...will be well worth itis
selling price.
Quality bamboo rods have
fine actions, and top-grade -
--ferrities, reel-‘seats and
guides. Bamboo rods are
heavier than glass, however,
and tend to take "sets" in
addition, they require better
general cure than glass rods,
and most are far more ex-
pensive.,
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
•
Vernon's ChIppoiwa*ow, Ammo 11.04111
WESTERN STORE
Sportsman s Special
1kle 1aMoluk lluv Pt Kotler Boot ono re( ipso fill choice of SS 95





Hull shape and volume, empty./
weight, transom width and
strength, bottom features and
maneuverability at high speed
are some of the other factors
that must be considered.
The figures on a capacity
plate are obtained by taking
these variables into account,
explain the Mercury outboard
boating experts, and putting
them- tin uugh standardized
formulas. Calculations are
supplemented by on-the-water
tests over a prescribed course.
It must be remembered that
the formula for load capacity
is based on calm water con-
ditions because of the prac-
tical, problems involved in
specifying a "standard
•
wave." Of course, out on the
water, waves come in all sizes
and shapes!
Motor power 'capacity is
determined partly by the
ability of a particular hull to
support a given motor weight,
and partly by the boat'sribility
to negotiate the test course
under satisfactory control. •
Boat operators should
realize that- -the '- e-apacity
plate's figures are for good
weather conditions. The load
figure given does not in any
way imply the boat will carry
such a load safely through
"any" sea conditions. Com-
mon sense and good judgment
on the part of the skipper are
still required.
OVER A TON OF SALTWATER CHICKEN—Several
Murray residents took off for Florida last month for a
four-day fishing trip out of Panama City. They faired
well bringing in a pier full - about 2500 pounds of red
snapper and grouper. Those in the group included, from
left to right (standing) Ed Morgan, Bob Beach, J. I.
Grogan, Jim Johnson, and jimmy Garland, (kneeling) Joe







24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky,
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
-We Appreciate Your Business
ttttttttttt 11111111111 ttttttttt 1111111111111111111 tttttt 1 tttttt 111111R1r
storey s
Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week










Located W Railroad Menue 753-1933
.\
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JESUS says in Mark
13:13. "And ye shall be
hated of all men for my
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." For
further information
consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.
31CH .4 k. 31E lE11 la
2 Notice
COLOR ORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
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Agency. Box 644, Milan,
TN 38358. Phone days
, 901-686-8661, nights after
7 p. m. 753-9514.
WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
HORNBUCKLE BAR-




Hair cut $1.35. Shave
$1.00.
' JESUS SAYS in Mark
13:13, "And ye shall be
hated a all men for my
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking'
back, is fit for the
kingdom of -Gc18." For
further information













service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
3 Card 01 Thanks
THE FAMILY of George








special thanks to all the
friends, and relatives




THE FAMILY of N. B.
(Thannie) Parker wish
to thank the nurses of
CCU, ICU, 2 North and a
special thanks to Dr.
Hopson for everything
that was done while he
was in the hospital. Also
a thanks to all those who
sent flowers and food,
and a special thanks to
Bro. Farmer and Mrs.
Otto Erwin. Sister and
Nephews,
S. Lost And Found
FOUND - YOUNG adult
black female poodle
wearing brown leather
collar. Was hit by a caw
near the Dairy Queen.7
Owner contact 753-0815
or 753-3545.
FOUND - MALE Poodle































- E3LIT WE CAN'T
THINK OF/4WD-INS















EVERY DAY WE'LL CABL-E XDU
THE LAT-05T THING THAT IDIOT































15 Articles For Sale
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. 4x8 Particle
board 1/4" at $1.40, 34" at
$2.00, 1,2" at $2.50, it," at
$2.85. Plywood 3/4" at
$9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 cents
ea. Paneling 45 8 sheets
over -80 selections
starting at $2.95 ' ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation
1/2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
staring at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
 • cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross k Tuck
SalvagaMdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
DENTAL ASSISTANT -
over 21. Experience not
necessary. Send com-
plete resume to Box 32C,
Murray.
PADUCAH SUN
Democrat is looking for
carrier in this area.
-Reliable person, good





WANTED 5 days a week,.
someone to babysit from
2:30 p. m. to 11:30 p. m.
in return for room and








Full or part time.
Good working con-
ditions. .
Coll 753-1586 from 8-5
P.m.
14. Want To Buy
• WANT TO BUY used
regular size mattress





preferably old. -Cali 753-,
USED PROTA CRIB. Call
753-8961 or 753-5945.
WOULD LI* to buy
registered Wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126'or 435-4263.
SALE - AIR Con-
ditioners. While thy
last 'all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position ther-
mostat, 5 year gua-
rantee on compressor,
6,000 BTU, 169.95,






als6" tame plums and
apples. Call 753-4725.
FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
4 ply polyester, white
wall, premium grade,.
12-32 tread depth.
A78x13", $16.06 plus '
$1.74 FE TEM, _EVIX1f,',
$10.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
L78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, G70x14" or
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
L60x14" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
7503E16", 8 ply, $31,10
plus '63.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE Tax:
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
1:78x16", 8 ply, $41.25





knit, 50 cents a yard, 200
yards available. 10
yards minimum. Call
753-5281 attest 6 p. m.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent,„electric





dining room table with
7 side chairs and one
arm chair. Complete
with 3 leaves and pads.
Includes matching
hostess cart. Like new
mint condition. $1800.
E.W. L.d, Paris, Tenn.
901-642-4504 owning:.
DRESSU SIZE 7. Like
new. Call 753-4130.
HUFFY 10 H. P. mower, 3
years old. $500. Boat-flat
bed -trailer, $100. Call








ONE THREE cage 20 cent
coke machine. Like new.
$400. Call 753-4389,- •
COMPLETE LINE of-
Ortho products 'from
home pest control to
house plant food.
Murray • Lawn and




1892 PIANO and stool for
sale. Call 753-7838.
19 Farm Equipment
TWO WHEEL uti ity
trailer, $75. Also CA
Allis Chalrner Vector
and equipment. Good
condition. $800. Call 436-
2448.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy u
sed -
or new farm machinery





plements. Call 753-8056. ,
NEW IDEA single row
corn picker. $500.00
good. Case tractor
diesel, 430 with plow.
Jubilee Ford tractor,





with all accessories and




50 h. p. Mercury. Good
for skiing and fishing.
Call 753-8401.
30' MAHOGANY Antique
Cruiser. $2500. Can be




Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
62, Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1-
9 x 12 WINCHESTER
tent, sleeps 6. Ap-
proximately 2 years old.
Call 753-6422.
20' MARK TWAIN, 188 h.
p. Mercruiser. Like new.
Lots of accessories..










Mese eosee .01 wrested owe MI
searelle
lefiriehed.








Lawn and Garden has a
good supply of used lawn
and garden equipment
200 E. Main.
1970 LE MANS Sports, 14'
Glastron, Johnson
motor'and trailer. 8 ft.
Brunswick. and upright
freezer. Call 753-9400. -







made any size for an-
tiqUe, beds or campers.
Buy. direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.












27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x $8 THREE bedroom,
all electric, priced to
sell. See at Riviera Ct.
or call 753-3280.
12x50 TWO' BEDROOM
all electric, washer and
dryer. See at Riviera Ct.
or call 753-3280.
12x60 MOBILE home on
'large lot. 68600. Call 753-
1973 VINDALE 12 x 65
with 7 x 14 expando
living room and 3 x 8 tip




and underpinned. See at
• 258 Riviera Ct.
27 Mobile Home Sales
• 1T/6 14 x52 NEW MOON
mobile home. Extra
clean. Lived in 8 mon-
ths. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
12150 MOBILE HOME on
large lot, central air and
heat. Also trailer type
camper. Call 753-6556.
LATE MODEL double




central air and heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.






required. No pets. $110
month. $50 deposit. Call
753-3533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for 
r
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3200.







needs hoUse in country.
Call 436-2533.
NICE HOUSE for middle
age couple. Call 436-
2415.
TWO OR 3 bedroom house
for 1 year , for
Missionary. Max add
Betty Sledd, Call 753-
5150.






after 5 p. m.
TWO APARTMENTS for
rent. Partially fur-





753-3763 or 753-3519 after
5 p. m.
ONE BEDROOM
apartments for rent at
207 N. 12th. Phone 753-
3744 days or 753-0614
nights.
1600 WISWELL ROAD






utility room and bath.
$175 per month. Call 753-
3865.
FURNISHED APART-














34 Houses For Rent





$115 per month. Call-753-
_ 7874.
36 For Rent Or Lease
BUILDING FOR -rent or •
_ lease, 30 x 50. Ideal for
body shop. Call 436-5366.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
. Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.




month old quarter horse
colt. -Make pleasure or
game horse. Call 753.
9390.
SEVEN. PIGS, 3 months









































Terrier pups. 820. Call
after 5, 753-0717.
SIAMESE KITTENS, 8
weeks old. Call 753.8l99
or 753-1225.
41 Publ c Sales
YARD SALE, party
moved. Saturday, July
9. Toys, clothes, baby
bed, set of silver plate,
house plants, etc. 805
Bagwell Blvd. Call 753-
0rn.
43 Real Estate
LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an





in this home located on
quiet residential street.
Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, formal dining
room, living room with
marble fireplace, large
2 car garage and lovely.
tree shaded yard. Let us
show you- MIS com-
fortable, economical
home priced in the 302s.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently _located office
- at 711 Main Street.
FARM - 26 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
,acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
4-cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 1 miles off of 94







beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
78 ACRE FARM just
listed with ap-
proximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet a highway frontage






dry wooded lot. Ap-
proximately 240 x
Next to Oaks Country





hark* re teach turas to
SOW.
711 Man 753-1222
LIVE IN ONE and rent
the otber. Adjoining
properties on South 12th.
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with electric
-heat, farnilk rocrnr,
carpeting, and




has. a bright Allure.
Waldrop Real Estate,
206S. 4th, 753-5646, after
hours 753-7249 or 753-
0686.
APPROXIMATELY





fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
4 Real Estate
15 ACRES OF land with





an knob doli Sheet
Phan 75.1-311.1
TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and
well, also has a block
barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
or 489-2508.
FOUR _ BEDROCrla'




yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced




this choice licrting 
THREE BEDROOM
home in nice neigh-
borhood near university.
Roomy home with







753-1222,or drop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to
provide the best service-
to you.
REALTORS
South 1 2t h at SNicarnoro
TELEPHONE 753-1661
I Furches Jewelry





Minima Qualifications: High School Diploma and
four years experience, plus typing skills of 65
words per minute and shorthand *ins of 100
words per minute.
MINN 114nofffs: Nine Paid holidays per year,
paid vacation and sick days, medical insurance,
and excellent retirement system. •
Wary: Commensurate with education and ex-
perience.
Send Resume to: IP
Pwchose Area Development District
P.O. Box Sae
Mayfield, KY 42066
AUDITION: Mort Boyd, Office Manager
MINN: (502) 247-7171





MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RENDENTIAl BROKER
BEAUTIFULLY
DECORATED HOME
In Bagwell Subdivision. Drapes match the
wallpaper, beautiful thick shag carpet. Central
gas 'heat, central electric air conditioning,
fireplace. Buy the house and along with it you'll
get washer, dryer, disposal, range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, compactor and yes, even the kit-
chen sink. Don't let this one get away from you.
DONAID IUCKER A Full SIR VICI RELI MATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
s,,i,sprsopie to CAEVC you
NIGHTS WEEK ENDS HOLIDAYS ,
loc. I Kennon  . 436-5676
Chuck Shuffett   753-451SO
Patricia Miller   753 7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B .  75.3-1930
4,- • loos Service sod Mundt (ilinivai Board of hello?'
REALLY SHARP and
Sparkling throughout.
Three bedroom, 1 '-2
bath, brick and frame
home with electric heat,
dining room, carpeting
and 2 car garage on tree
shaded lot. Great
'garden spot. Very close
to shopping center.
Waldrop Real Estate,
206 South 4th, 753-5646,
after- hours 753-7249 or
753-0686.
1634 MILLER AVE. --
Only $27,900 for this
completely redecorated
3 bedroom brick veneer
on beautifully wooded
Wt. House has fireplace
with either gas or
electric logs and new
shag carpeting. Garage
has plumbing in one end
for additional bath.
Located near Murray
State University. This is
a real good buy! See it
toclAy! Call or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
'HALF ACRE with well
and trailer hookup."Nea t




10x50 Triiler and lot,
lake view $4500.00.
Small A frame & lot,
$11,000.




New 3 bedroom white




3 Bedroom 1/2 acre,
beautiful lake front,
$32,500.00.








3 Bedroom, two decks,
hydro dock, and much
more, $70,000.00.
Baby farm, 55 acres,








Wary SS, ewe a& West ei













210 x 190 in East Y
Manor. Call 753-6445
after 4p.
46 Homes for Sale
ENERGY EFFICIENT 3
bedroom brick home
with 11/2 baths. Central
heat and air. Call 753-
9827.
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368.
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799.
HOUSE AND 21) acres. 2






121 South. Call 436-2118.
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,













FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and Out. Four
miles out South,121. Call
753-7948.
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedrooms,
242 baths, large den with
fireplace, formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 753-
3903.
GATESBOROUGH -
year old home. 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, .in-










4000 miles. One owner:
$550. Call 753-4565.
1977 YAMAHA---DT 175.
. $600. looks like new.
One month old. Call 753-
5543 after 4.











lights, $375. Can 753-
7996.
FOUR 12-15 LT Gumbo
wide mudder tires. Six
ply, good condition. $125







Route 7 & Wiswell Rd.'.




NICE 1907 FORD pickup.
Manual shift. $595. Also
Glaspar runabout boat,
16' with Heavy Duty
trailer. $350. Call 436-
2516.
1968 FORD LTD. Very
dependable. Needs tires.




between Sand 7 p. m.
1975 OLDSMOBILE
Starfire with air con-
dition. Call 753.6680.







brakes. 'air, AM-FM 8
track- sere°, rear
windou riefogger, %sire
wheel coers, new steel
belted radials, new
muffler ,erviced and
waxed ;11 end of last
month. All you got to do




miles, spari„: never been
crown. $4851,. Call 753-
4445. -
1971 GTO. .,ver steering,








753-4445 ft r 4.
1969 DODGE COMET,
local car 318 engine,
air, runs fine. Clean
$575 Cal: 7:)3-4020.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




cellent shape. Inside and
out: $1100. Call 753-0066
after 3, 753-2982.
1973 CHEVROLET 10 ft.
step van. Six cylinder, 4
speed, low mileage.




4 door sedan. Good
mechanical condition.
Good tires. Almost new








white, on gold, double
power and air. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8149
after 4 p. m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.




steering and brakes. AM
8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
435-4351 after 5 p. m.
50. Campers
1969 FORD CAMPER
van, built-in, 2 burnet
stove, • refrigerator,
cleset. Lots of storage
-space. Call 436-2433.
14' TRAILER, sleeps 5,
$975. See at 1310 Poplar,
or call 753-8168.
TRUCK CAMPER El




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
16 FT. STARCRAFT
travel trailer. Call 753-
1202.
13' SCOTTIE, sleeps 4, 2
burner stove and icebox.
$650. Call 492-8359 after 5
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4,rniTes
East of Murray, on
, Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank fipancing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
1968 PON1 I SC, GTO race.
car. 400 I. equipment ELECTRICAL
on car in, , .des: M & H,
Holley, -Pi:st. Hooker,
Cam D)..,imics, and
much mnri Moving out
of state Jst. sell im-
mediate..  $3,000.00
invested, ir is ready to










windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
WILL HAUL LIME or










ficient service. NO Job
7996. too small. Call-- Ernest
White, 753-0605.
1 9 7 0 PONTIAC
Executi‘i extra extra





steering. t ifth wheel and
ball hitch. spare tank.
Call 753-1549 after 4.
1971. MONTEGO MX
station 11 a dOR, double
power anit air. V-8,
52,000 miles. .Very good
condition Call 7518693.
LAM Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For.,
estimates call 753-1537.
NEED TREES cut or





plate, sviindow glass, and






home or industrial. Call
Charlea Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896. -
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& • trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,














Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone... day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED' "'ELEC.-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INS' ILATION BLOWN in.
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills., Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for











steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer (or July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John








6421, my home only,
near Universtiy. Ex-
perienced. TWO YEAR OLD male
51 Services Offered
ANY KIND of hauling
done. Garbage in county
also. Call 753-8249.
QUALITY fill/ICE --
Company Inc. Air con-






and other light tractor
work. Call 753-2370.
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
- for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-0129.




exterior. Also dry wall






part- Collie. Had shots.
Gentle with children.
Call 753-3336.
FREE - 3 beautiful 8
week old kittens and vi
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.
Will make ideal pets.
Call 753-3535.
- NOTICE
Examination to be held to fill a vacancrin a county health depart-
ment.
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway Comity Health Department
for the classification of clerk typist U. Minimum requirements for
this position are as follows:
. Graduation from high school, including or supletnentect by a course
In typing. Minlinurnotane year_experienee is also required.
The beginning salary is $2.56 per hour. Persons interested to taking
this examination can obtain further details and an application blank
from the Calloway County Health Department, 701 Otfre Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
ArinliCafforu m-iid be returned to -the Calloway County Health
Department office on or before July 15, 1977.
Notice
Cheryl Farley










About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.
Put an end to your confusion at. . .
Thornton Tile
So 9th St And Marble 753-5119







Apply Monday through Friday
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Maplewood Farms
4th and Indians




Mrs. -Harrison loon, Fancy,- ChurCh of Christ at Lynn
Farm; three grandchildren. Grove will hold a gospel
Dan Hutson II, Ada Sue meeting starting Sunday., July
Selwitz, and Amy Lee Gibson. 10, and continuing- through
• Friday, July '15, with Bro.
Mrs. Anders", 69, the speaker.
Lexie Ray of Kingston. Tn., as
Services will be held Sunday
Dies Early Today; • at eleven a. m. and 7:30 p. m:
and Monday through-Friday
Services Incomplete at 2:30 and 7:30 o. m. daily.
Mrs. Mildred Anderson, 500
• Bro. John Dale To
morning at 1:40 at the age of,
69 at Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah.
Survivors include her
husband, Orville Anderson, And Poplar Church
one daughter, Mrs. Wayne
(Fay Nell) Flora Of Murray, 
one son, Dr. Joe Pat 
Regular worship , services
. 
will be held at 8:30 a. m„ 10:40
Anderson, Memphis, one
sister, Mrs. Na Shake 
a. m., and six p. m. on Sunday,
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Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For W. J. Gibson
Funeral services for
William Jonah Gibson Of 302
North Eikirith.Street, Murray,
%Oil be•held today at three p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Nome with
the Rev. Dr. James Fisher
officiating. Mrs. Vernon
Shown will be soloist and Mrs.
JoilD Dowker will be organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Jim Lamb, Jiminy Dale
Clopton, Bernice Wisehart.
Danny Hutson, Steve Yar-
brough. and Joe Bill Eridy.
Honorary pallbearers. willibe
Henry Fulton, Vernon, Frank,
and Grogan Roberts,--Vernon
Anderson, E. W. Riley, Loren
Adams, Leonard Vaughn,
Ronald W. Churchill, Joe,
Dick, Dr. ,Charles Clark, Dr:
C. C. Lowry., and Quillard
Knight. Interment will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may Fall at the
funeral home,
Mr. Gibson, age 80, died •
Friday at five a. m.- at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ada Mae -Me-
Wherter Gibson', and one
daughter, Mrs. Dan Hutson,
Murray; one son, William
Jonah Gibson, Jr., St.




Richard Poe, 34,-a native of
Oak Ridge: In., -bas assumed
his responsibilities as Baptist
campus minister -for the
Murray State University
campus.
A 1966 graduage of Carson-
Newman College, Jefferson
City, Tn., with a degree' in
religion, he spent one year in
New York City doing juvenile'
ministerial work among
Spanish-speaking churches
before' enrolling at the
Southern Baptist Seminary,
Louisville, from which he
received a master's degree in
.divinity in 1970.
He then spent two years as
the associate pastor of the
Jeffersentown Baptist
Church, JeffersontoiWir, before
spending five years with the
-Jefferson 'County Police
Department as a juvenile
detective.
Mrs. Poe is the former Carol
Hutchinson of Pittsburg, Pa..'
and they have two sons,
Randy, 5, and Ricky, 2. Their





N. 6th St., Murray, „died this
South Bend Ind and two1 • 1
brothers, Charles Lynn of





- Dies; Funeral Will
Be Here On Tuesday
William Wade Jackson of
Bradenton, Fla., died Thur-
sday at 6:30 p. m. at the
Manatee Memorial. Hospital
there. He was 74 years of age,
and born September 29, 1903,
in Henry County, Tn., to Nell
Jobe Jackson, who survives,
and the late Walter A.
Jackson. •
.-„ He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Pillow ',Jackson,
Bradentnn,- Fla-.-;-his mother,
Mrs Nell Jobe Jae-kson,
Paris, Tn.; five sisters, Mrs.
Kathleen Dunn and Mrs.
Mattie Clark, Murray, Mrs.
Walter- Jean Murray and
Mrs. John (Opal). Barnett,
Paris, Tn., and Mrs. Cly9e,
Clytie Mae) Robinson,
Temple 'Terrace, Fla.; two
brothers, James Jackson, Los
Angeles, GaliL _and J. V.
Jackson, Flint, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Tursdt ten a. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
l'arteratTlotrie wIth..tho- Rev.
Dr. James Fisher officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
FriendS may call, at the




Kentucky lake, 7 a.., in.
357.9, up 0.1. •
Below dam 302.4, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.9.
Below dam 303.4, up 0.5.
_ Sunset 8:19. Sunrise 5:45.
Speak At Seventh
I . I
Poplar Church of Christ with
Bro. John Dale as the speaker.
His morning sermon topic
will be -Another Great
Challenge for the Same Great
Church" with scripture from
Virginia and Janie Flora and
Kevin and Keith Anderson. - 
Haggai 1:2-5. "Responding to
a Challenge" with scripture
Friends may call at the J. H. -from II Samuel 24: 2425r will be
Churchill Funeral Home after -
6 p. tonight. Funeral 
the evening sermcm topic.
arrangements are incomplete A
ssisting in the services will





Bolls, Max Farley, Forest
Boyd, Paul Kelly, Gene Paul
King, Earl Nanny, and Bruce
McManus. ----
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Billy Nix,
Robert Usrey, Lenith Rogers,
and Lorin Watson. Ray
Karraker, Gary Lamb, Bob
LaMastus, and James Lamb
will serve on the extension
department. Sheila ,Blakely
will he the teen nursery
helper. .
Setving the audience 'for
The Lord's Supper during July
are Kenneth Grogan, Jerry
Htimphreya,
Leemon Nix, Ken .Hopkins,
James Herndon, Leon
Grogan, Joe Garland, Greg
Garland, Aubrey Hatcher,
Gary Lamb, and Kevin
Colson: 1 .
. Stafford' Curd, chairman,
Jon • T. Carpenter, Russell
Curd, Max Farley, Al Farrell,
Joe Garland, Ted Roward, Art
Jewell, Charles Humphrey,
Nelson Murdock, Joe Parker,
and • David Wright are
counting the contribution
duringJuly.
- July bus drivers are David
Wright, Randy Wright, Garry
Evans. and Earl Steele.- • -
Nursery attendants for July
are Helen King, Agnes Payne,
Debbie Miller, Sue Miller,
Celia Grogan, Sabrina
Karraker, Stacy Owen, Lite.
Warner, Jo Ann Humphreys,
and Sandy Fulton: - • -
.Bible study will be held at





Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
Rev. Farless Will
Speak At Church
The Rev. Robert E. FarlesS,
associate pastor of the First.
United Methodist Church, will
speak at the 8:45 and 1.0:50-1,-
m. worship services on
Sunday,July 10, at the Church
His subject will be
"Kingdom Keys- with his
scripturefrom Matthew 16:19.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Sunday at two p. in: the
young people of the church
will leave for a trip through
Indiana and Chicago, Ill. They
will be entertained in the First
United Methodist Church of
Hobart. Ind., and events, witl
include a cruise on -Lake
Michigan abiard a private
yacht, cookout and swim
party at the Dunes, and visits
to the Museum of Science and
Industry, Bahai Temple,
Northwestern University,





The ordination of Bill
Adams, Jr., and David Parker
as deacons (4 the First Baptist
Church will be held at, the
seven p. in. worship services
on Sunday. July 10. with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill -
Whittaker. to speak on the
subject. -Using The Office of
Deacon" with scripture from 1 .
Timothy,.3:8-n.
-,G. t. Moody; minister of
education', twill give the
weleothe, special music
will be by the Adult Choir,
directed by Wayne Halley.
minister of music, with Mrs.
'John Bowlier as organist and
-Mrs-: G. M. Knight as pianist.
Bro. Halley will aisp sing_ a
solo, -Take-Time to Be Holy.;"
At the 10:45 a. in. se,-vice
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the subject. "'Me Other Side
Of Love" with scripture from
John 3:36, Romans 1:18, and
Ephesians 2:3. Dan Shipley
will serve as deacon of the
week and assist in the mor-
ning sertices.
Bro. Halley will sa JOU,
"Great Is They Faithfulness,"
and direct, the Adult Choir in
special music. .
'Sunday School will tie at 9:30
a. m. and Church in Training
at six p. ire
Friday, July 8, at five a. iii.
the 1977. Mission Team of the _
church left for the Northern
Cheyenne Indian -Reservation
at Lame Deer, Montana. They
will return on Tuesday, July
19.
Making the trip were Jolene
Beatty, Mitzi Cathey, Phil
Duncan, Sheila Duncan, Gary
Eaton, Janie Flora, Ruth
Gray, Steve Hussung, Paula
Madison, Hillard Rogers,
Mable Rogers, David Sears,
Steve Sears, Danna Shipley,
Archie Simmons__ Mark A.
Ytti
BUS TOUR—Members and associate members of the Murray Chapter of the
National Association of Retired Federal Employees, accompanied by three
non-member friends, made a recent scenic and educational bus tour through
the land Between the Lakes. Robert H. Douglas, NARFE vice-president and
retired administrative employee of the TVA( made the arrangements for the
drive through Piney Campground, buffalo luncheon at Brandon Spring Camp,
stop at "Homeplace 1850," Buffalo Range, observations and refreshments at




The scheduled speaker at
the 10:45 a. ••-m. worship
seryteef6n-SOd5y7-JU1yT0,-Iir
the First Christian Church will
be Walt. Apperson, 1977-78
Church Board chairman.
- The regular minister, the
Rev- Dr.-' David C. Roos, is
studying in England this
summer. Alls. , included.
Industrial Hygiene Workshop
Is Scheduled At Murray State
A three-week workshop them.in . _,
industrial hygiene will be held Topics to be covered i
nclude
• .
at Murray SMte University ex-cessiVe noise, uncle
an air
July 18 through August 5. ' and respirati
on problems,
Aceading to Dr. Marvin D. - radiation, 'Worker st
ress and
Mills, the . director, the others, 'he emphas
ized. The
program has been designed to federal g
overnment has
help representatives of in_ awarde
d more than 300 grants
dustry., particularly small in recent _mon
ths to people
firms,-to betorrie thoroughly seeking to bec
ome- proficient
familiar with  regulations of- in. the field 
of industrial
the Occupational Safety and hygiene, h
e said, and this
Health Administration and to workshop 
will help qualify,
equip them to comply with individuals
 for similar grants
as well as for supervisory
Bro. Hoover Will . positions in the firms in whichthey are employed. •
ty, Speak, Universi  
The workshop may be taken,•
Church OrChrist
for either graduate or un-
dergraduate credit, he pointed
out, or it may be audited. The
"Do We Have The Truth?" _est io-$54 for undergraduates
will be the." subject of the and individuals wirshing to
sermons by Bro: Kenneth audit the course. The cost for
Hsi pverma servicest thelO on :30a.smun.daanyd„ gradu4te students is $81.
Classes will . be held each
July 10, at the University evening from 5:30 until 9p. m.
Church of Christy His scrip- in Room 1015 of the Appli
ed
tures will be from III John 14 Science Building.
and John 19-18. - gnyone wishing to oa
r-
R. B. Barton will be the song tic
ipate or want* additional
leader and W. H. Brooks will inf
ormation should contact
make the announcements. 
Dr. Mills in the Department of
Also assisting in the services Engineering 
and Industrial
Wilson, Roland Goodgion, 
Technology 'at Murray State.
.will• be. Pete Wyro, Jace
field., , 
7H6i2s.3tlle3p 
A native of West Virginia,
h one number is (502)
Hoyt Like, and Ogie .Green-
Serving for The Lord's Dr. Mills joiqed 
the Murray
Thompson, . Harold Grogan, 
State faeulty July 1 fromSupper will be 'David
Marshall University where he
James Lawson, Charles taught industrial
 safety and
Johnson. Done Joripc _Rob health. • .
Erwin. -Bobby Bazzell, Bill i'le is a former member of
Vinson, Mark C: , Vinsbn,,Apughton, and Orrin Bickel. 
the 33-member board of-:
Donnie Williams, Bill Wilson, • ...Nursery supervisors will be. 
directors of the National
Kathy Wilson, and Lisa Mc- JoArin Simmons, Gwen:
Safety Council, and served on
Gingles,. Debbie Adams several commit
tees of the
Jennifer Williams, Ophie Lee National Institute 
for Oc-
Steele, and -Stacy Curd. cupational Safety and 
Health.
Bible study will be held at 
9:30 a. in . , . 
Before going to Marshall
 
A • 
University, he taught at the
group from the church New York University 
Center
visited Libertyland in 
_Memphis, Tn. on Jul 2--- 
for Safety in New York City.
Y •
Making the trip were Stacy
Curd, Darrell, Denise, and
Duane Dycus, Jennifer
Williams, Terry Smith, Tim
Feltner, Gary Einerine, -Lisa
Suiter, Gina Jones. Joe Mark
Alls, Martha Alls, 'and Willard
- CORRECTION
The advertisement in
Friday's edition for TV
Service Center was incorrect.
The special on "Oldies But
Goodie" is on albums only at
50 cents each. Tapes are not
AT CAMP—A group of 19 fifth and sixth graders,from Calloway County arrived 
here
Monday for a week of outdoor fun and instruction at camp Currie, one of the thr
ee
conservation education camps operated by th Department of Ash and 
WildlifeResources. The campirs, who have, all participated in the Department's Conse vati
on
0 
Education Program in the schools, will spend the week swimming, boating and f
ishing






shall County. Pictured, left to right, 0. C. McLemore, Reva Riley,
 Theron
Homer Miller, Louise Miller, Lucille Bondurant, Lee Warren Foii, G
len Hicks,
Hope Fox, Keith Morris, Margaret Hicks, Eva Morris, Kenneth Palm
er, Louise
'Palmer, M. C Henry, Virginia Henry, Lucille Byerly, Earl Byerly, Lowe
ll Palmer,
Dixie Palmer, Lottie Crawford, Joel Crawford, Max Hurt, Naoma Sch
walm,
Mavis Hurt, Fannie Brown, Preston Jones, lottie Denham, Ken
neth Grogan,
Lula Gay Grogan, Gussie Adams, Virginia Douglas, kneeling in
 front, Robert
Douglas, C 0. Bondurant, and Van Valentine. Not pictured is Sadie H
arrell
Staff photo by David
Japanese Beetles Damaging
Plants In Northern Kentucky.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Japanese beetles are





Thomas Harris is trying to
figure out what to cfb about the
pests.
..In a telephone interview-4-
Friday from Boone County,
where he went to survey the
damage caused by the shiny
metallic green beetles, Harris
told of visiting one farmer who
had apple trees in his yard.
"I saw 20 or 30 of them with
their heads dug into one
apple," Harris said, adding
that there 'probably won't be
any apples left on those trees
in a couple of days.
-Commercial orchards
generally won't • have any 
problem Controlling the loud
buzzing insects, since they
spray Ihe orchards regularly,
Harris said.
Japanese beetles are known
for their fondness for rose
bushes, but Harris said
they're just like humans:
"They like steak if they can
'get it, but they'll take a
hamburger if they're
hungry."
He-said the half-inch lone
bugs have even attacked
poplar trees in some parts of
northern Kentucky. The trees
have a very smoothhark, and
wouldn't normally be a target,
Harris said.
He recommended using the
pesticide Sevin to get rid of the
beetles,, especially' on edible
plants. Other effective
products are Malathion and
Mathomychlor, he said.
Authorities at the Greater
Cincinnati Airport have been
given permission to mix DDT,
which is banned except in such
cases. Airport officials are
spraying the planes that leave
the airport to control the
spread of the insect to other
states.
Harris said Gov. Julian
Carroll urged him to
Eiopal Church To
. Hold Services Here
investigate the situation. He
said the beetles have
proliferated this summer
from Casey County north, but
that the problem- is most
serious in northern Kentucky.
Harris said he plans to meet
with U.S, Department of
Agriculture representatives
• and with entomologists (insect
i'pecialists) at the University
of Kentucky to decide Whether
a spraying operation is needed
to control the insects.
He said he thought the
damage has already been
done this year but that he is




'Is called meeting d—tW
Murray Band Boosters will be
held Tuesday at 7:30 p. in. in
the --Murray High School
Morning prayer services cafeteria. -
will"be held at 9:45 a. m. on "The purpose of this
Sunday, July 10, at the St.' meeting is to discuss the
John's Episcopal Chnrch,' prospect of the band's trip to
Maim and Broach Streets, the Orange Bowl,". a
Murray. " " spokesman said. Every
The Rev. Arturo Fernandez member is urged to attend this
is the: minister and Robert itnportant • meeting, the
Whitmr will be acolyte. spokesman added..
... •
Check out their credentials today
Dodge has just introduced a new mid-price lpxury, car. With the sort of
things you expect in a luxury car. A classic, sculptured look. Standard
features like a 318 V8 engine with Electronic Lean Burn System,
power steering, power front disc/rear drum brakes, automatic
transmission, and areltriterior that's nothing short of elegant.
AV in a new manageable size for ease of rnaneuvering.
It's called Diplomat, and it's available in two- and four-door
- models. Buy or lease one at your Lodge Dealer's today.
See and•drive the brand-new Dodge Diplomats at:
Dodge
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore
.•
-
753-0832
